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Here we sit at the precipice of the rest of human
history. 2020 was the most cosmologically significant
year of anyone alive today’s life. Breathe that in. The
events of the past year, undeniably unforeseen, will
fester in our psyches for decades to come. Humanity
has walked up to a cliff side... and jumped. Nothing
we’ve ever known about ourselves as a species will
ever be the same. Life is... speeding up. Increasing in
velocity and stakes at a rate faster than any of us
could endure individually. The Gestalt principal  - of the
whole’s experience and outcome far surpassing the
subjective - is the clay we mold at The Institute For
Aliveness. As this Institute has birthed itself into being
and the right people have been magnetized into
orbit, we set forth with one clear mission: to hold
higher standards for our species. “Upleveling
Humanity,” as we say. The students have dived in head
first into profound change, what many acknowledge as
10+ years of personal growth in just 12 months.
We’ve seen that it is the experience itself which has
created the change. 

“It’s not the curriculum that’s the course; it’s the
journey that’s the course.” Intense. This pressure
cooker for profound transformation is an undeniable
straight-shot to facing oneself. Looking into the
buried parts of ourselves we’d rather not unsettle.
Dusting up mud, packed down deep, which can create
humus and mold our mind. So we attend to ourselves,
our psyches, our souls. The three main semesters of
TIFA empower the individual to decipher, separate
and dissect the different elements of healing and
being human. From Applied Epigenetics, the
Microbiome & lifestyle design to herbal therapeutics
diagnostics, digestion and detoxification, the BODY
semester is what you might expect from a health
course. MIND semester is where we find out what BODY
lacks. Rooted in deep study of neurobiology, we stem
into trauma and psychosomatics. We clarify the
lenses we look through to filter our world. We twist our
tongue into compassionate communication techniques
and untie cognitive dissonance. 

FROM THE EDITOR

As we glide into our third semester: SPIRIT, the
interconnection of all life's elements becomes
apparent. We grace into the unseen, face the laws of
karma and dharma, slide into symbolism and look
deeply at relationships. Finishing up the year with
bioenergetics, sex and Tantra, we leave no stone 
 unturned. Students is head into their second year of
TIFA as a completely different beings. Physically and
psychologically upgraded, polished to a new level of
excellence. This newfound resiliency will ease them
through the final six months of the course, writing their  
thesis and undergoing a rigorous apprenticeship
alongside an elder with 40+ years of experience in their
art. This transformational Institute is gaining traction
and snowballing in influence upon the world.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The only question is - will you join us...?

As spring has sprung in the northern hemisphere, we
sink into this ongoing global reality. Many still haven’t
really left their homes, “new strains” have developed
and vaccines are being distributed like Halloween
candy. We take a step back. What have we learned from
this whole experience? In this collective shift of
humanity’s approach to life, we now choose to tread
more lightly, respect one another more profoundly and
not take experiences for granted. Or do we?
Depending upon who you know, geographical location
and the circles you run in, your experience of The Great
Turning will be different. The shift that’s happening
now in the human story is indeed one of polarization.
The rich get richer and the poor get poorer. Those who
are brave enough to cross the threshold into
collective consciousness (and thus lean away from
capitalist competition) will survive. That doesn’t mean
that those stuck in hyper-individualist, old-world
paradigm will immediately die, but evolution works in
seemingly-magical ways. At the end of the day, the
biggest virus circulating through humanity now is fear.
The pandemic of scarcity and otherness  infects the
human mind and permeates thought.

The following collection of Term Papers is from MIND
semester. During these four months, we learn about
the filters through which we see the world around us
and we take steps towards reprogramming our psyche
to see not from a place of trauma-coping, but rather
from a place of embodied presence and emotional
intelligence. As we dive into conscious communication
and more, we now see with new eyes. Hopefully the
following MIND research papers from the TIFA 2020
cohort can walk you down this path with us.
Remember: your reality only exists in your mind. You
have the agency to rewrite your story. 

YOU SEE THE WORLD NOT AS IT IS, BUT AS YOU ARE... 
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Taking your health into your own hands. Empower
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THE INCREASING
DESIRE TO MEDITATE

D O N N A M A R I E  H I R S T

This paper will attempt to inquire into the increasing
desire to meditate as the world marries the wide-
ranging benefits of meditation with technology and
a multi-million dollar earning potential.

WHY IS MEDITATION SUCH AN IMPORTANT
INCLUSION IN WELLBEING? THE CURRENT
SURGE OF INTEREST IN MEDITATION IS A
REFLECTION OF WHAT EXACTLY? A DESIRE FOR
SPIRITUAL GROWTH? THE NEWEST WAY TO
MAKE BIG MONEY? A COMMENTARY ON THE
STATE OF MENTAL HEALTH IN SOCIETY IN
CURRENT TIMES? A SEARCH FOR DEEPER
MEANING? A TREND THAT IS BEING PICKED UP
AND FOLLOWED BLINDLY LIKE MANY OTHERS,
DIET CHOICES, MUSIC CHOICES, FASHION
TRENDS? OR A REFLECTION OF THE FAST-
GROWING YOGA INDUSTRY?
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"Meditate" is from the mid-16th-

century Latin meaning

'contemplated'. Derived from the

verb meditari - 'measure'. 

Verb: meditate; focus one’s mind

for a period of time, in silence or

with the aid of chanting, for

religious or spiritual purposes or as

a method of relaxation; think

deeply about something; plan

mentally; consider.

The oldest documented evidence of the

practice of meditation is found in wall arts in

the Indian subcontinent from approximately

5000 to 3500 BCE showing people seated in

meditative postures with half-closed eyes. 

 Written evidence of any form of meditation

was first seen in the Vedas, which are sacred

texts of Hinduism, around 1500 BCE. The

Upanishad Hindu texts discuss meditation as

a way to remove ignorance and to acquire

knowledge and oneness with the Absolute.

Almost all the Hindu religious books talk of

meditation in some form or another and for

many centuries, all learning and knowledge

were passed on by word of mouth. 

The exact origins of Buddhist meditation are unknown, early

written records of the stages and levels of meditation in

Buddhism are found in the sutras of the Pali Canon which

dates back to the 1st Century BCE.  

The silk road transmission of Buddhism introduced

meditation to other oriental countries. Bodhidharma is

traditionally considered to be how the concept of Zen arrived

in China but his contemporary, Zhiyi managed to organize the

various teachings imported from India in a way that their

relationship with each other made sense in the 6th century.

With the growth of Japanese Buddhism, the Japanese monk

Dosho learned of Zen during his visit to China in 653 and upon

his return opened the first meditation hall in Japan at Nara.

Early Jewish meditation practices included meditative

approaches to prayer, study, Kabbalistic practices, and

Jewish philosophy. 

1

2

3

4

1.(Giovanni, 2018)

2.(Dhavamony, 1982)

3.(Muller, 1999)

4.(Heinrich Dumoulin, 2005)
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7. (Keating, 1994)

8. (David A. Leeming, 2009)

Islamic or Sufi meditative practices, known by the concept

Dhikr, are interpreted in different meditative techniques in

Sufism or Islamic Mysticism which was systematized in the

11th and 12th century.  

By the 12th century Sufism, meditative techniques included

breath control and repetition of holy words. Between the 10th

and 14th centuries, hesychasm (a mystical tradition of

contemplative prayer in the Eastern Orthodox Church) was

developed in Greece. It involves the repetition of the Jesus

prayer (“Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a

sinner. The original form did not include the words “a sinner”)

Western Christian meditation does not involve the repetition

of any particular phrases nor any specific seated position. It

originated in the 12th century with the Lectio Divina (divine

reading) by Benedictine monks. It follows four steps: read,

ponder, pray, contemplate.  

Meditation has spread in the West since the late 19th

century due to increased travel and communication, most

pronounced is the blending of some Eastern traditions into

Western consciousness.  

The World Parliament of Religions, held in Chicago in 1893,

was the landmark event that increased Western awareness

of meditation. This was the first time that Western audiences

on American soil received Asian spiritual teachings from

Asians themselves. Thereafter, Swami Vivekananda

[founded] various Vedanta ashrams…Anagarika Dharmapala

lectured at Harvard on Theravada Buddhist meditation in

1904; Abdul Baha….[toured] the US teaching the principles of

Bahai and Soyen Shaku toured in 1907 teaching Zen…  The

first English translation of the Tibetan Book of the Dead was

published in 1927 (Shakya). In the 1960s a surge in Western

interest for meditative practices resulted in Thomas Keating,

a founder of Contemplative Outreach, writing that “the rush

to the East is a symptom of what is lacking in the West. There

is a deep spiritual hunger that is not being satisfied in the

West''. Modern forms of Hindu meditative techniques that

arrived in Australia in the late 1950s focused less on spiritual

growth and more on stress reduction, relaxation, and self-

improvement. 

Research on meditation began in 1931, with scientific

research increasing dramatically during the 1970s and

1980s. Since the beginning of the ’70s, more than a thousand

studies of meditation in English have been reported but after

60 years of scientific study, the exact mechanism at work in

meditation remains unclear. 

Clearly, meditation has been around for a very long time in one

form or another. If we include prayer under the umbrella of

meditation – the act of inner contemplation, the quiet

listening, asking, visualizing internally, the quieting of the

mind, the exclusion of all external distractions….we find that

not only has meditation been practiced for many centuries

but it has also been (and is still currently) practiced by millions

of people around the world. 

5

6

7

8

9

SO WHY NOW, IS THERE SUCH AN
INCREASE IN INTEREST? WHY ARE MORE
PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD
INTERESTED IN MEDITATION AND
MINDFULNESS PRACTICES? WHY THE
SUDDEN SURGE, WHAT HAS CHANGED?

INVESTIGATING SOME OF THE REASONS

There is a very strong argument that with the advent of the

internet, mobile phones, statistical monitoring, the increased

interest in wellbeing, and the yoga movement, it is clearer

now than ever before that meditation and mindfulness

practices as well as the number of people participating in

these practices has increased. This increase is not slowing

down any time soon as corporations wake up to the business

opportunity that is meditation and mindfulness.

 

In this paper, we will touch on just a couple of these areas.

Although this topic is vast, convoluted, and worthy of deeper

analysis, it is beyond the scope of this paper to look at all

aspects as fully as they deserve to be investigated. So for

now, we will look at the connection between meditation and

yoga and the accessibility aspect that is offered by the

mobile device application industry.

A VERY BRIEF YOGA HISTORY 

The practice of yoga has been thought to date back to pre-

Vedic Indian traditions; possibly in the Indus valley civilization

around 3000 BCE. Yoga is mentioned in the Rigveda (Werner,

1977) and is also referenced in the Upanishads. Yoga gurus

from India later introduced yoga into the West following the

success of Swami Vivekananda in the late 19th and early

20th century with his adaptation of yoga tradition excluding

asanas. Outside India, it has developed into a posture-based

physical fitness, stress relief, and relaxation technique. Yoga

in Indian traditions, however, is more than physical exercise; it

has a meditative and spiritual core. 

YOGA TODAY

The phenomenon that is yoga in the modern world is one that

would be hard to argue against. It is well known that there has

been an increase in awareness of yoga, with yoga studios

popping up everywhere, celebrities caught in yoga poses in

the street, sports teams or team members practicing yoga –

football, NFL, AFL, Soccer and this trend is filtering through to

people in all walks of life with each passing year.

10

11

9.   (Everly, 2002)

10. (White, 2011)

11. (Burley, 2000)

5. (Husain, 2006)

6. (Eugene Tayor, 1999) 1
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David Gordon White, an American Indologist (born 1953), says that from the 5th century CE onward, the core

principles of "yoga" were more or less in place, and variations of these principles developed in various forms over time: 
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WHAT IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN YOGA AND MEDITATION? 
 

12. (World, May 29, 2020)

13-16. (White, Yoga in Practice Pages 8-12, 2012) 

17. (Mallinson, 2013) 

 

The raising and expansion of

consciousness from oneself to being

coextensive with everyone and

everything.

 

A path to omniscience and enlightened

consciousness enabling one to

comprehend the impermanent (illusive,

delusive) and permanent (true,

transcendent) reality. 

 

A technique for entering into other

bodies, generating multiple bodies, and

the attainment of other supernatural

accomplishments. These are, states

White, described in Tantric literature of

Hinduism and Buddhism, as well as the

Buddhist Sāmaññaphalasutta. James

Mallinson, however, disagrees and

suggests that such fringe practices are

far removed from the mainstream Yoga's

goal as meditation-driven means to

liberation in Indian religions. 

 

 A meditative means of discovering

dysfunctional perception and cognition,

as well as overcoming it to release any

suffering, find inner peace, and salvation. 
14

13

17

15

16

Roy Morgan (market research and analysis company trusted

with Australia’s largest and most important government

research including the HILDA survey, National Drugs Strategy

Household Survey, and NDIS Evaluation), in their Australian

press release titled “Yoga Participation stretches Beyond

Pilates and Aerobics” (March 30, 2018), published that “Yoga

is Australia’s preferred cardio, strength and flexibility

exercise with millions of Australians participating in yoga in

the year to December 2017”. They went on to report that “in

2008, just 5% of Australians did yoga regularly or

occasionally as an activity, and this proportion has more than

doubled in the decade since, to nearly 11% in 2018”. 

Their October 13, 2016 report ("Strike a pose: Yoga is the

fastest growing fitness activity") said that “one in 10 (age

14+) Australians now do yoga, up from one in 20 in 2008... 

In terms of proportional growth, yoga has been growing

faster among women aged 35-49 and 50 plus, with

participation in each age group more than doubling to 17%

and 9% respectively”. 

 

They say that “Yoga is Australia’s fastest-growing sport or

fitness activity. More Australians now do yoga than play

soccer, cricket, tennis or golf”. 

That’s a pretty big statement, and that was back in 2016.

The trend has continued to grow since then and is showing

no sign of stopping any time soon. The reported industry

growth in yoga and pilates according to Ibis World is an

average industry growth in Australia, between 2015–2020

of 3.4%. Ibis World goes on to say “A growing consumer

trend towards healthy lifestyles has supported the Pilates

and Yoga Studios industry's stable growth over the past five

years. Consumers have steadily increased their adoption of

industry services, with yoga and Pilates becoming widely

accepted as a means of physical exercise. Although

participation growth has remained strong, revenue has

grown at a lesser rate as increasing competition has limited

prices. Industry revenue is expected to grow at an annualized

3.4% over the five years through 2019-20, to $715.5 million,

including a rise of 0.4% in the current year”.

 

12



Yogis are taught that the practice of yoga asanas (poses)

came about as a result of ancient meditators who were

struggling to find stillness as they sat to meditate. They

discovered that if they stretched their bodies and moved

their physical form through various asana sequences prior to

sitting, they were able to achieve greater stillness because

they had ironed out all the kinks. This, however, was only half

the story, sitting in stillness did not necessarily quieten the

mind so they then discovered that breathing practices

(pranayama) were key to stilling their minds so they could

meditate. Yoga is now synonymous with meditation,

mindfulness, breath awareness, surrender, inner stillness,

and most, if not all yoga studios today include at least some

of these focuses throughout their classes.

For many, yoga is the first time they intimately experience

meditation, the practice, the feeling, the permission, the

space, and the desire for meditation or mindfulness.

Because yoga and meditation go hand in hand, many who

would not have ordinarily sought out meditation of their own

accord, when in a class full of others who are peacefully

sitting (or lying) as they are being guided through a

meditation, their ability to drop into that same still, single-

focused silence seems almost effortless. 

There is more than an acceptance of the practice - there is

almost an expectation - not just from the teacher or the

other students, but rather from the individual’s expectation

of themselves. Thus, as the yoga movement increases, so

too does the interest and desire for meditation and

mindfulness practices. 
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THE AVERAGE
INDUSTRY
GROWTH
BETWEEN

2015-2020 IS
ESTIMATED
TO BE 3.4%

 18. (Potkewitz, 2018, December 15)

 

 

Introduce the Smartphone age of yoga and meditation Apps

With the increase in ownership and usage of smartphones,

iPods, computers, and other technology, accessibility to

previously unavailable information, interests, and people is

now also on the rise. Alongside this is the incredible ease of

measurement, statistical information gathering, and

projection analytics which is enabling a picture to be painted

that unequivocally shows not only that interest in meditation

and mindfulness is literally surging but also the speed at

which this is currently happening. 

According to yoga statistics revealed by a 2019 Eventbrite

(they teamed up with OnePoll) survey of 2,000 Americans:

47% of people are more likely to maintain a wellness routine

when held accountable by a class or teacher. 38% of yogis

plan on engaging in more wellness activities off the mat in

2019. In addition to in-person classes, people also turn to

yoga guided by video or app (24%) and meditation guided by

video or app (22%) to de-stress.

According to market research company Ibis World,

“consumers have adopted new ways to meditate in recent

years, primarily through their smartphones. According to The

Wall Street Journal, more than 2,000 new meditation apps

launched between 2015 and 2018, indicating a sharp

increase in both usage and demand for such services. This

number is estimated to continue to increase in 2020 and

2021... the percentage of services conducted online will

increase 6.7% and 5.6%, respectively”. Given the current

economic environment and lockdown, these figures may no

longer be as relevant as previously thought. 

18

C Fernandez, Industry Perspective: Mindfulness Apps, 2020, Infographic designed by Veronica Albarella 
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 19. (Potkewitz, 2018, December 15)

20.(Wang, April 2019)

21.(Cho, July 14 2016)

22.(Sperduti, Makowski, Blonde, & Piolino, 2017, June 01)

 

 

According to Ibis World, there is a growing consumer trend

towards healthy lifestyles which has supported the Pilates

and Yoga industry's stable growth over the past five years.

Consumers have steadily increased their adoption of

industry services, with yoga and Pilates becoming widely

accepted as a means of physical exercise. Industry revenue

is expected to grow to 3.4%.

Statistics conflict over what this industry revenue actually

is, IBIS World reports it to be $US715 million whereas The

Wall Street Journal clocks it at $US1.2 billion. Either way, it’s

a large chunk of the pie and is perhaps why there is such

rapid growth as marketing companies ply consumers with

their magical techniques of attraction and interest

elevation.

THE FUTURE OF MEDITATION

Meditation has been practiced for millennia, now that we

have such sound statistical evidence to map its increase,

the question becomes, where is meditation going in the

future?

It has been found that the meditation and mindfulness

conversation has increased recently, with the number of

searches for yoga and meditation apps increasing by 65%

YoY and this leading to a steep rise in academic and media

interest reflected in the number of articles on mindfulness

increasing both in type as well as in number. In the 1980’s

most of these articles were found in scientific journals

whereas now, newspaper stories on mindfulness can be

found in mainstream media and newspapers.

In 2019, it is reported by Sensor Tower Store Intelligence

data that 52 million users downloaded one of the top 10

meditation apps 2019. They analyze App Store and Google

Play downloads and revenue estimates for millions of apps,

thousands of publishers, and all major countries and

categories. 

More than 2500 meditation mobile applications have been

launched since 2015. 53% of US senior citizens meditate at

least once per week and the number of children meditating in

the last 5 years has increased by 800%.

  

This kind of increase is staggering and potentially reflective

of many different factors, one being that children are now

taught meditation in school, exposed to meditation on

television and in movies (Avatar, The Last Airbender, The

Last Mimsy, Inside Out, Star Wars the Matrix, etc), they may

have parents who practice yoga, some children are taught

yoga at school or perhaps have parents who have a

meditation practice themselves.  

19

20

It is now accepted that meditation and mindfulness reduce

anxiety (Cho, July 14, 2016), mindfulness-based cognitive

therapy (MBCT) may prevent and treat depression, increase

body satisfaction, improve cognition and help the brain

reduce distractions. 

The fact that over half the US senior citizen population has

or is meditating is a staggering reflection of meditation and

mindfulness practice popularity. Here, it is difficult to

imagine that they are all practicing yoga or downloading the

latest mindfulness apps but a preliminary search on pub med

reveals articles with topics that range from ‘walking

meditation and ankle proprioception’ to ‘meditation and

successful aging: can meditative practices counteract age-

related cognitive decline’. 

21

22
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CONCLUSION

With the upcoming younger generation learning

meditation in school and being exposed to

meditation and mindfulness in daily life, along with

the older generation being offered meditation

sessions in aged care facilities and being exposed

to articles in the media with headings that seem to

link meditation to the possibility of enhanced

cognitive efficiency, attention and executive

function, that just leaves the 25-65 age group who

seem to be those who are awakening to the

benefits of yoga, living for the most part in bodies

that have the capacity to achieve a certain level of

skill and excellence in yoga asana and have the

financial support, skill set, growing desire and

changing technological interface approaches to

pursue the mobile application industry that

exposes them to an ever-increasing plethora of

health, wellness, wellbeing, mindfulness and

meditation apps.

The result is that it is across the board, humanity

now has enhanced knowledge on the benefits of

meditation due to the vast number of studies being

undertaken, the convincing MRI scans of brainwave

patterns changing for the better, the exhaustive

qualitative research on meditation practices and its

effects on a myriad of individual conditions. 

We are now, more than ever before being exposed

to meditation in ways never previously dreamed of,

from social media to movies to the huge number

and variety of phone apps currently available. We

are drenched in yoga from the time we are children

in schools to yoga and meditation in the workplace

to aged care facilities teaching and guiding our

elderly to meditate.  

Meditation has become normalized, it is no longer

just that ‘thing that monks do’ cloistered away in

monasteries on top of mountains. 

The meditation movement is growing, and for good

reason, the question is, what will aged care

facilities look like in 20 or 30 years' time? 

What will the average age be and what will the

average level of cognitive function look like in

comparison to today?

“Patience you must have, my young Padawan”…

Only time will tell…



“MEDITATION IS THE
DISSOLUTION OF

THOUGHTS IN
ETERNAL

AWARENESS OR
PURE

CONSCIOUSNESS
WITHOUT

OBJECTIFICATION,
KNOWING WITHOUT

THINKING,
MERGING FINITUDE

IN INFINITY.” 
 V O L T A I R E



THE NEUROSCIENCE
OF MUSIC 
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We all self-medicate through

music. We have our

unwinding de-stressing or

confidence / energy-

boosting playlists. However,

most of us don't fully grasp

just how much they depend

on music to help manage

their emotions or just how

hefty the medical evidence

for music therapy is.

In her book 'The Power of Music', Elena

Mannes wrote that scientists have

discovered that music stimulates more

parts of the brain than any other human

function. And that archeologists have

found ancient flutes, one of which is

presumed to be the oldest instrument in

the world, that plays a scale similar to

the modern western scale. She writes,

"This human relationship to sound starts

early. The fetus begins to develop an

auditory system between seventeen

and nineteen weeks. Already we are in a

world of sound, breath, heartbeat,

rhythm, and vibration." 
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Studies reveal that not only are humans

hardwired for music, but they also agree

that no other stimulus positively

activates so many regions of the brain.

Through music, we can learn a lot from our

evolution and the human brain. Music is a

means of accessing and stimulating

specific cerebral circuits. Interestingly

enough, there is also an association

between musical creativity and

psychopathology.

IT IS INNATE. BUT WHERE
DID IT COME FROM?
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THE EVOLUTION OF MUSIC

To understand more fully music's effect on our mind and

emotions, we need to take a deeper look into the evolution

of music and sound in general.

There have been many attempts to identify behaviors that

reliably distinguish our species, Homo sapiens, from our

closest living cousin, the Apes. Self-taught activities such

as tool-making to the theories of having empathy and state

of mind have been rejected as anthropologists'

observations and continue to emphasize similarities rather

than differences.  

Pasternak's work describes how things such as the use of

fire, the development of effective working memory, and our

spoken vocal language have all emerged from our genetic-

environmental adaptations over several million years. The

further development of our cognitive attributes, which is

linked closely with our brain's evolutionary developments, in

terms of both size and structure.

Two features of our world, which arguably has been a

feature of our ancestors, are our ability to create and

respond to music and to dance to the rhythm of time.

Somewhere along the evolutionary way, our ancestors, who

communicated with very limited language, still showed

considerable emotional expression by articulating and

gesturing their feelings. As the philosopher, Susanne Langer

notes, 'The most highly developed type of such purely

connotational semantic is music'. In other words, the

meaning in music came to us before the meaning given by

words.

The mammal's middle ear developed from earlier reptiles'

jawbones and carried sound at only specific frequencies. It

is naturally attuned to the sound of the human voice,

although it has a range more significant than that required

for only speech.

Interestingly the frequency band in which the mothers use

to sing to their babies and so-called mothers or child-

directed speech, with exaggerated intonation and rhythm,

corresponds to that which composers have traditionally

used in their melodies. 

1

2

In the same way, there is a compelling short period in which

the child can learn the language and how to respond to

spoken language. There must be a similar phase in brain

development for the incorporation of music. 

The voice was the very first musical instrument used by our

ancestors. The ear, unlike vision, and the eyes, the gaze,

cannot readily divert sound. From rhythmic beating within the

mother's body to the fetus to the primitive drum-like beating

of sticks on wood and hand-clapping of our ancestors, the

growing infant is surrounded by and responds to the rhythm.

But as Langer writes, 'being more variable than the drum,

voices soon made patterns and the long endearing melodies

of the primitive song became a part of their communal

celebration.'

THE EXPERIENCE OF MUSIC

Findings, from the studies on the effects in the brain, while

listening to music, emphasize the importance of the right

(non-dominant) hemisphere. Studies using brain imaging

software show that the right hemisphere is, in turn,

activated when listening to music, in relation to the

emotional experience, and that even imagining or visualizing

music, activates areas of this side of the brain.

The link between music and emotion seems to have been

evident for many years. for all time. Plato was one of the first

who believed that music played in different modes would

kindle different emotions. Most of us would agree on the

emotional significance of any particular piece of music,

whether it be happy or sad, for example, major chords appear

to be cheerful, and minor ones sad. The tempo of movement

in time is another part of this. Slower music seems calmer

and less joyful than faster beats and tempos. This reminds

us that even the word motion is a significant part of the

emotion and that in the dance, we are emotionally moved by

music.  

Music, if it does anything, arouses feelings and associated

responses, and these can now be measured. For some,

however, there may be no necessary relationship of the

emotion "since 'the real stimulus is not the progressive

unfolding of the musical structure, but the subjective

content of the listeners' mind" as written by Langer.  

3
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Sound impacts our bodies in a way no other art does. The

sound of music, its pulses & vibrations affect us physically.

The higher frequencies have divisions of lower frequencies,

essentially accelerating you, in a very gentle way. 

An article in TusconCitizen.com talks about the effects,

benefits, and experimentation of how psychedelic music

does more for you than just paint a pretty picture in your

mind. It could help you reach your spiritual goals. The author

of this article, Tyler Woods, describes his experience with

psychedelic music…. "It allowed your spiritual being to

expand and develop. The possibilities became endless. 

Psychedelic trance often referred to as psytrance, is a form

of trance music developed from 'Goa Trance'. It has a unique

complex sound with specific properties: a powerful rhythmic

base, 140+beats per minute, layers of acoustical or

synthesized traditional instruments (gongs, guitars, drums,

didgeridoos, etc.) and often played live and spontaneous. 

Trance music goes way back to the early cavemen. They

were dancing around the campfire at night and banging on

bones, making a little percussion, chanting, and going into a

trance under the moon and stars. Today, in the 21st century,

we are still doing the same thing. 

The idea is that you dance to this kind of particular

psychedelic music at faster bpm…and as you do this for

some time, you can go into a trance-like state. even reported

transcendent experiences, where you go outside your body

and beyond the normal world, into something special,

something beyond words. 

Trance is defined as an elevated state of consciousness

induced by meditation or by the stimulation of our senses. 

Raja Ram ("the Godfather of Psytrance") said: "the technical

definition would be music with repetitive beats, but actually

trance music is regarded as a type of music that stimulates

a neurological effect in the brain that tickles the endorphins

to make them come alive and allow consciousness to be

expanded through the cosmic sound of music."

The intrinsic value of music cannot be underestimated. 

"You don't actually dance to

psytrance - psytrance dances you."

Android Jones, Visionary Artist
6. (Langer, 1951p. 199, orig emphasis)

7. (Langer, 1951, p. 206)

If it is a language, music is a language of feeling. Musical

rhythms are life rhythms and music with tensions,

resolutions, crescendos, major and minor keys, delays, and

silent interludes, with a temporary unfolding of events. And

do not present us with a logical language, but to quote

Langer again, ' it reveals the nature of feelings with detail

and truth that language cannot approach'.

PSYCHDELIC TRANCE MUSIC

So what is it about psychedelic music, or any music for that

matter, that could lead you into the realm of enlightenment?

Music has a profound effect on the human psyche- both the

brain and the mind.

Depending on the type of music you listen to, whether it is

the guitar -ripping of Jimmy Hendrix to the classical

symphonies of Beethoven, music can take you to a place of

complete inner solitude, fill you with the sense of oneness

between you and the world, and is even believed to be a way

to deepen your spiritual journey.

6

'Music is revealing, where 

words are obscuring'. 7



For Bully Cosmos, DJ, trance music is all about dancing. That's

the essence of it. There are lots of tangential aspects, but the

essential things ….The kick drum, the tempo, the baseline

being constant, no chord changes, this all creates a hypnagogic

groove that if you dance to it for a while, you can find yourself

being overtaken by the music…. And then you spontaneously

move your body…. And then your body takes over…. And then

you can spend some time outside of your mind, just like an

active meditation. And that is good for the soul.``

Psychedelic derived from the Greek word 'Psike' (mind) and

'Deloun' (relative to the sensational). In this expression, psike-

deloun describes a manifestation of the spirit, the mind, and

the soul. The simplest example would be that you see and feel

what you are thinking but through your physical senses, from

what otherwise originated within your consciousness.

Something like your own personal projection screen of mind

into perceived reality - MARIO MIOTII -

Eamon Armstrong, for Everfest, writes: 

"A complete psytrance experience follows a cycle which

allows one to go do deep psycho-spiritual work during

the course of the musical session. It begins with Full On,

the celebratory style of trance that is most popular. As

the sun sets, psytrance typically moves into Twilight and

the sounds become darker. Twilight then turns into

Forest, which is faster and has a tendency for more

complicated sounds. It is in the forest that you hear evil

robot aliens and invading intergalactic insects. While this

style is more aggressive, it allows one to shake and work

through more complex emotional experiences. Psytrance

will be the kind of experience that takes courage to walk

towards, but in the end, you will certainly be happy that

you did."

It presumes that you will, in a trance-like state, dance amongst

others, journey into a connected existence with all that is

happening inside the environment where you hear the music

(and perhaps beyond). And through that, you will be moved.

Moved to thought, to intention, to inspiration, to reaching into

something you will want to return to later. The music and the

energy allow one to 'fall into the beat' and travel down those

thought roads of the meditative state.

The trance part of the experience is more or less the

'ultimate' part of the experience.

Music Therapy: Research Shows That We Can Heal

with Vibration, Frequency, and Sound

From before you were born to someone in their eighties, music

stimulates the thinking, analytical, and planning parts of the

brain, not to mention the creative center. It causes the brain to

produce feel-good neurotransmitters that promote healing.

UPLEVELLING HUMANITY MEDITATIONTHE TIFA JOURNAL

When it comes to ancient knowledge, sound frequency and

vibration have always been perceived as powerful forces that

can influence and alter life all the way down to the cellular level.

Sound healing methods are often used by Shamans, who

employ drums and singing to access trance states. 

Research has even demonstrated that drumming and singing

can be used to slow fatal brain disease, and it can generate a

sense of oneness with the universe. Sound Therapy is getting

more popular, and it can have many medical applications,

especially within the psychological and mental health fields

Sound, frequency, and vibration used all throughout the animal

kingdom, and there are many examples. If we look at the wasp,

they use antennal drumming to alter their larvae's caste

development or phenotype. For quite some time, conventional

thinking has that differential nutrition alone can explain why one

larva develops into a non-reproductive worker and one into a

reproductive female (gene). However, this is not the case,

according to a 2011 study:

This finding indicates that the acoustic signals produced

through drumming within certain species carry biologically

meaningful information (literally: 'to put the form into') that

operate epigenetically (i.e. working outside or above the

genome to affect the gene expression).

Like many other ancient lines of thought, this has been backed

by modern-day scientific research.
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A Finnish study observed that stroke

patients who were given access to music

as a cognitive therapy experienced

improved recovery process and time. 

Other research has shown that patients suffering from the

loss of speech due to injury or stroke regain it more quickly by

learning to sing before trying to speak. The phenomenon of

music facilitating healing in the brain after a stroke is called

the " Kenny Rogers Effect. "

A 2012 study published in Evolutionary Psychology found

that music's active performance (singing, dancing and

drumming) triggered endorphin release (measured by post-

activity increases in pain tolerance), whereas merely listening

to music did not. The researchers hypothesized that this may

contribute to bonding in activities involving dancing and

music-making. 

According to a study published by the National Institute of

Health, "Music effectively reduces anxiety for medical and

surgical patients and often reduces surgical and chronic

pain." It also mentions "Providing music to caregivers may be

a strategy to improve empathy, compassion and care " In

other words, music is not only good for patients, but it is also

good for the caregiver as well. 

WELLNESS MUSIC

Wellness Music has been Listed as One of the Top

Wellness Trends of 2020 as per Global Wellness Institute. 

From the music industry pivoting to "wellness" music to new

technologies that capture our biometric data to create

personalized healing soundscapes, music is undergoing a

sudden wellness transformation. 

Music as an intentional therapy is being radically reinvented.

Music is emerging as one of the hottest trends in wellness

and wellness concepts are shaking up the massive music

industry. "Wellness Music "is being born and the trend takes

so many forms. 

Funding for medical studies on music's impact on the brain is

really heating up, with researchers using biofeedback, AI, and

machine learning to identify how music's structural

properties (such as beat, key, chord progression, and timbre)

especially impact biometers like heart rate, brainwaves, and

sleep patterns, so they can develop music as a precision

medicine for everything from pain to PTSD.
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Music provides and provokes a response, which is

universally imprinted into our evolutionary and development,

which leads to marked changes in emotions and movement.

The anatomical associations suggest that music must be

viewed as one way to stimulate the brain.

Music provides a non-invasive technique, which has

attracted much interest but little factual research to date.

The Therapeutic value of music can be, in part, explained by

its cultural role in facilitating social learning and emotional

wellbeing.

A number of studies have shown that rhythmic entrainment

of motor neuron function can actively aid the recovery of

movement in patients with stroke, Parkinson's disease,

cerebral palsy, and traumatic brain injury. 

Studies of people with memory disorders such as

Alzheimer's disease suggest that neuronal memory traces

built through music are deeply ingrained and more resilient

to neurodegenerative influences. Findings from individually

randomized trials suggest that music therapy is accepted

by people with depression and is associated with

improvements in mood disorders.

Further potential applications of music therapy in patients

with neuropsychiatric disorders, including autism spectrum

disorders, albeit intuitive, have led to psychotherapeutic

uses aimed directly at evoking emotions. 

We know that many people with epilepsy have EEG

abnormalities, and in some people, these can be 'normalized'

by music. 

In addition to the need for trials of musical interventions in

epilepsy, there have been researchers investigating the

therapeutic possibilities of how the modulation of the

musical input to a stimulus can affect the emotional state

of the patient and hence the cerebral and limbic activity and

cerebral rhythms.

A 2014 study published in the Journal of Huntington's

Disease found that two months of drumming intervention in

Huntington's patients (considered an irreversible, lethal

neurodegenerative disease) resulted in improvements in

executive function and changes in white matter structure,

notably area that connects the prefrontal cortical regions of

both hemispheres of their brain. The study authors

concluded that the pilot study provided preliminary evidence

that drumming (or related targeted behavioral stimulation)

may result in "cognitive enhancement and improvements in

callosal white matter microstructure."

8
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One can see this major transformation of the music

industry through the explosion of healing playlists on

Spotify and SoundCloud as well as the new artists and

audiences for ambient and "New Age" music to musicians

incorporating all kinds of wellness experiences into their

concerts. The newest and biggest meditation apps are fast

converting into music apps, with giants such as 'Calm'

planning to become a whole "new kind of label" for artists to

launch music for wellbeing.

One of the most scientifically advanced developments so far

would be the rise of AI-powered music apps and technology

platforms that pull your biological, psychological, and

situational data to create a completely unique, custom-

made-especially-for-you, ever-changing soundscape,

designed to improve your mental and physical health,

depending what you're required when you tune in.

Beth McGroarty writes in her article on the Global Wellness

Institute's website that "while the megatrend of ancient

sound therapies such as gong baths and Tibetan singing

bowls will only rise at wellness studios and travel

destinations, we'll see more experimentation with music

acoustic experiences as part of a wellness offering, such as

deep- listening excursions in the most remote rainforest with

an acoustic ecologist."

Given music's powerful impact on our brains and bodies, it's

bizarre how little innovation there has been around

intentionally designing music and sound experiences that

could actively, positively change our mood, health, and

performance. And so? Where does that leave us?
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THE TAKEAWAY

The information presented in this article is only scratching

the surface when it comes to the healing benefits of sound,

frequency, and vibration, which are all obviously correlated.

The data also suggested that music therapy's effects and

cost-effectiveness in people with neuropsychiatric

disorders should be further explored. The majority of the

studies have been done with Western-style compositions

and the well-structured music of Mozart and Bach. 

In her paper, Shantala Hegde notes the potential of other

musical styles as therapy, which is an opportunity to be

further explored. It is evident that there's a huge

opportunity to explore the effects of customized/electric

produced sounds/music to achieve various states and

behaviors or even possibly induce the body's own healing

capacity. The world of AI could take this further and add the

modern-day technology of Artificial intelligence to

personalize the therapy even more accurately. Customized

sounds to help treat depression, anxiety, Alzheimer's,

Addiction, Bad habits, Anger, Motivation..... the possibilities

are endless. The shift is happening where we will be seeing 

 more music created and listened to as intentional

medicine.

"He who knows the secrets of

sound knows the mystery of the

whole universe" -Hazrat Khan
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THE SOUL

CAN BE
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THE
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A SAFE ENVIRONMENT
FOR LEARNING

This initial quote comes from the book “The Element”

by Ken Robinson. As the initial inspiration for this

research, it inspired the first question: “Why are school

and education something that many human beings (as

so many people report) have to recover from?” The

book “The Element” provides some enlightening

insights on this matter.

It underlines the ‘one size fits all approach that is often

applied in schools that were designed in the 18th and

19th centuries to meet the economic needs of those

times such as the Industrial Revolution in Europe and

the United States. 

It sheds light on the hierarchy of subjects embedded in

the school system which inculcate to us a narrow

vision of intelligence and that put children under

pressure to perform on a narrow range of standardized

tests. These elements were incredibly helpful to

identify some of the core downfalls of the education

system; best described in the following quote by

Magnuson: 

B Y

E L I S A  M A S S A R I  
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1.(Ken Robinson, Lou Aronica 2009)

2.(Joel Magnuson 2013)

"SOME OF THE MOST BRILLIANT,
CREATIVE PEOPLE I KNOW
DID NOT DO WELL AT SCHOOL.
MANY OF THEM DIDN’T REALLY
DISCOVER WHAT THEY COULD DO
— AND WHO THEY REALLY
WERE — UNTIL THEY HAD LEFT
SCHOOL AND RECOVERED FROM
THEIR EDUCATION." 

1

“The litany of indictments
of failing education

systems is familiar: high
dropout rates, poor

literacy, innumeracy, and
underdeveloped critical
thinking skills. But there
are other less mentioned

ways our education
systems have become

dysfunctional. Educators
ought to be those who

foster the development of
new generations of fresh
thinkers, creative souls,

and new problem solvers.
instead, however, our

educational institutions do
more to indoctrinate our

young with stale
conventions and

outmoded paradigms.” 
2
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However, I recognize that knowledge may be timeless

and that, despite my not agreeing with some methods,

one of the most important results is to pass notions

to the student. And yet, is this the most important

result that education should aspire to? 

Re-reading the sentence, and being a quasi-teacher in

the Italian public school, I am horrified when I see the

words "recovered from their education". I have been

enrolled at some level of formal education all my life. I

love knowledge, I feel addicted to it. However, all the

information that I have attained did not support me

through the ongoing process of embodying it and

making real sense of the wisdom in it. 

As I was speaking to one of my dearest friends, a

teacher, and possibly one of the brightest people I

know, she told me that the role of the teacher is also

that of shaking the students because ‘someone out in

the world will do it sooner or later and it might be a lot

harsher otherwise’. We had been discussing learning.

In her opinion, learning is a conflict and it is normal

that conflict situations happen in the classroom. 

Not being a full-time teacher myself, I acknowledge

my bias is a rudimentary understanding of the

experience of teaching students in a classroom. I

have had brief experiences teaching in public schools

in Italy however, most of my working experience is in

the field of non-formal education. I’ve had the chance

to deepen my techniques and approaches with the

Global Education approach promoted by the Council of

Europe. I appreciate and celebrate the work of

teachers and facilitators all over the world and this

paper aims to add to the conversation. 

I respectfully disagree with the idea that the

classroom is a playground to learn about conflict and

conflict resolution. To my understanding learning is

rather the forging of new synaptic connections that

allow the student to perceive reality with a renewed

point of view. Quite simply, this process cannot

happen if the learner has been triggered and their

trauma has been activated. 

The aim of this paper is to provide tools for teachers

and facilitators to create a safe learning environment

with understanding trauma awareness and emotional

intelligence. Safe environments benefit everyone as it

is a flowing environment where true learning and

building relationships can happen, thus, minimizing

conflict and burnout.
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WORKING IN A

LEARNING CONTEXT 

We tend to think about education as space where only

cognitive aspects are at play: “teachers and students

are too often asked to live and teach within myths of

schools and classrooms as spaces in which the

emotional and personal can be bracketed from the

cognitive. Allowing such a false division to prevail is

to deny the ways that students' lives are always in

the process of being narrated and renarrated,

circulated and recirculated, cast and recast in ways

that have consequences for academic engagement,

that side of the binary on which policies and practices

tend to focus.”

What is actually happening is much deeper, especially

when the contact between teacher and learners is

prolonged (hours, months, and sometimes years). This

paper will attempt to provide information to show that

the cognitive and emotional aspects are intertwined. 

3

A SAFE SPACE FOR LEARNERS 

In a study published in 1951, the author lists what teachers

identified as needs of the learners that seemed to affect

the learning process significantly. The need for belonging,

achievement and recognition, economic security, relative

freedom from fear, love, and affection, freedom from

feelings of guilt, self-respect and sharing, guiding purposes

in understanding the world. It also illustrates the result of a

study showing that “so far as the frequency of unmet needs

is concerned and the frequency with which deviant behavior

of a serious kind tends to assert itself.”

4

5

3.(Elizabeth Dutro, Andrea C. Bien 2014)

4.(Louis E. Raths 1951)

5.(Ibid. p. …)
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  ENSURING SAFETY

  ESTABLISHING TRUSTWORTHINESS
 

  MAXIMIZING CHOICE 

  MAXIMIZING COLLABORATION 

  PRIORITIZING EMPOWERMENT 

This suggests a type of awareness that people working in

education could apply, first to themselves and their story,

and then with the students which are aimed to avoid the

flight reaction from the learner (typical when there is a

situation of humiliation) and to avoid being dismissive or

minimizing of student concerns, displays of power,

permitting threats. “Humiliating someone in front of other

people can be devastating. When we are psychologically

injured, the area of our brain that is activated in the same

area that is activated when we experience a physical injury.”

TRAUMA AND PERCEPTION SHIFT: FROM ‘WHAT IS

WRONG WITH YOU?’ TO: ‘WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU?’

In the document “Trauma-Informed Classrooms and

Transformational Schools,” trauma is defined as “a response

to a negative external event or series of events which

surpasses the child’s ordinary coping skills.” In order to

avoid the normal overwhelm that one might feel when

reading and thinking about trauma, it might be useful to get

some more information on how human beings act when

exposed to it. As we mentioned, living through traumatic

experiences at an early age can modify the functioning and

structure of the brain and have consequences on learning

and education achievement: there could be an impact in the

relationship with peers and teachers, on the capacity to

focus and the person could be suspicious or distrustful as

he or she can be living in a constant state of emergency.

When exposed to stressors the response of the body will be

a fight, flight, or freeze. McIeeney and McLindon provide

some insights to recognize people that have experienced

trauma (in this case with a special focus on children), they

typically display:
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6.(Janice Carello, Lisa D. Butler 2015)

7.(Ibid., p. 266 )

8.(Ibid., p. 270) 

11.(Ibid. p. 51)

12.(Maura McInerney, Amy McKlindon 2014)

During the past years, more research is being published that

identifies the emotional needs of learners. According to

Carello & Butler, “some educators also have documented

the effectiveness of their methods in reducing risk and

promoting resilience by way of individual and group student

feedback, course evaluations, and qualitative survey

assessment” and in “addition, conducting regular verbal

check-ins with students during the class can help determine

how students are doing emotionally and whether

adjustments are needed [...] it is also tremendously

important to acknowledge, normalize, and discuss its

victims—including feelings of helplessness, being

overwhelmed, despair, hopelessness, anger, disapproval,

shame, guilt, vengefulness, disgust, and the desire to

rescue—and how experiencing such feelings can help us

understand the victim’s experience.” This body of

knowledge has been translated to identify key principles

that are crucial in creating a trauma-informed setting. 

6

7

8

In the context of education, the concept of safety is

commonly related to infrastructures and physical safety. It

is also relevant to discuss the idea of emotional safety.

According to Hicks the concept is linked to dignity: in order

to create safe relations it is thus necessary to acknowledge

our own dignity wounds in order not to violate the dignity of

children: “early imprints of indignity - the memories of being

painfully shamed early in childhood - continue to affect us

and our dealings with others throughout our lives. Unless we

become aware of them, heal from them, and make a

conscious decision not to let them determine our actions,

we continue to hurt others.”

9

10

Fear, anxiety, absenteeism.

Changes in behavior; like decreased ability to

concentrate; increased or decreased activity

levels; regressive behaviors; withdrawal from

family, peers, and extracurricular activities;

anger and irritability; and changes in school

performance.

Increased complaints about headaches,

stomachaches, and other somatic complaints.

Difficulty responding to redirection and

authority.

11

12

9.(Donna Hicks, Desmond Tutu, 2011)

10.(Donna Hicks, Desmond Tutu 2011) 2
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These six points seem to stress that for anyone the act of

learning is not limited to the subject taught but the

experience as a whole. The responsibility of a teacher or

facilitator does not regard only the content of the lesson.

Maintaining the awareness of the intrinsic meaning and

effect of the very power structure embedded in the

education system might help in understanding the

importance of applying a trauma-informed approach. 

13.(Ibid., p. 5)

14.(Maura McInerney, Amy McKlindon 2014)

15.(Ibid., p. 9-10 ) 

When trauma causes emotional or psychological damage to

children, they may adopt a set of behaviors or patterns of

thinking that put them on a path for further trauma. Either

directly through their own repeated actions (e.g., they are

quicker to resort to violence) or as a result of consequences

for their action […] may become re-traumatized.”

In order to break the “cycle of trauma” illustrated above,

McIeeney and McLindon list a number of suggestions and

changes that can be useful at the school or institution level

to develop a larger transformational strategy: “the plan

includes a set of five principles: deep belief and direct

influence; self-awareness and significant relationship; caring

communities and restorative learning; student voice and

empowerment; and joy”.

In terms of suggestions that can be useful to education

workers to apply on a daily basis, the Washington State

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instructions

Compassionate Schools Initiative handbook presents some

interesting insights: 

13

14

1. Always Empower
never disempower (avoid battles)

2. Provide Unconditional Positive Regard
provide help in building trust

 3. Maintain High Expectations
4. Check Assumption, Observe, and Question

Pay attention when you are making assumptions. Talk with the students instead,
observe and comment on their behavior, and be engaged in their answers

5. Coach students in
Communicating 
and Relating

6. Provide Guided
Opportunities for Helpful

Participation
Model, foster, and support ongoing

peer “helping” interactions (e.g., peer
tutoring, support groups)15
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UNEASY INTIMACY 

It is described as that kind of exciting closeness that

also feels unsettling and that ends up undermining

your capacity of judgment, your beliefs, and your trust

in others. 

PSYCHIC AIRBRUSHING & EXCESSIVE
NICENESS 

 
It is a form of covering up and denying imperfections that

pave our disappointment in relation to them permanently.

Treating someone with excessive niceness can feel as

when one’s merits are overlooked. Inflating oneself or the

other might lead to the inability to see things as they are,

communicate honestly and accept flaws and dark parts. 

SUDDEN ABANDON 

One person decides unilaterally to reduce contact

without a convincing explanation inflicting a micro-

trauma and feeling of insecurity and uncertainty

about judgment capacity. This gets especially

frustrating, confusing, and painful when it becomes a

recurrent pattern

 

 
CONNOISSEURSHIP GONE AWRY 

Influence of toxic mentorship that usually (but not

exclusively nor unidirectionally) happens in a learning

situation when the feeling that arises in the learner is not

to be able to learn the material well enough. 
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CHRONIC ENTRENCHMENT AND ITS
COLLATERAL DAMAGE

 
A combination of rigid characterological tendencies

and psycho-dynamic elements keep these people

stuck in their own problematic psychic structure and

subjective reality even when it feels unpleasant. All

their energies go into proving that trying to change

would be useless and create damage and their

attitude creates damage in relationships others. 

UNBRIDLED INDIGNATION 
 

The feeling of not being accepted can develop into a chronic

rageful feeling expressed in a detrimental way. 

 

LITTLE MURDERS 
 

Considered one of the most common is attacks to a

person’s sense of personal worth that end up eroding also

their well-being. Insults, mockery, back-handed

compliments, and a vast number of other behaviors often

related to ascribing intellectual inferiority. One common

consequence is that the person ends up living in a state of

hypervigilance to protect self-worth, decides to distance

from other people, or falls into depression feeling

inadequate.

 
16.(Margaret Crastnopol, 2015)

17.(Ibid., p. 5 )

WHAT IS MICRO-TRAUMA? 

According to Crastnopol, as described in the book Micro-trauma,    in order to understand the condition of contemporary

humanity what needs to be taken into account is the smaller scale and, in particular, instead of focussing only on early

childhood, we need to pay attention to repetitive interactive events, every time they occurred in our lives. While trauma is

defined by its intensity and by the long-term effects that it has on the psyche, the “micro version is less intense, less

obvious or direct in its destructive quality, and therefore more plausibly (though just as incorrectly) deniable by oneself or

the other. The hurtful quality may reside only in the tonal undercurrents or peripheral implications of the act rather than in its

main message.”

 

As these are underestimated, the impact remains hidden however, micro-traumas cause defensive measures and

distortions in self expression that have an impact on the way one relates with others. If not addressed these subtle psychic

injuries can undermine a person’s perception of self-worth and compromise their capacity to establish healthy relationships.

Seven types of micro-trauma are described:  

16

17
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18.(Bernd Huppertz, 2019)

19.(Ann C. Berlak, 2004)

20.(Patricia A Jennings, Mark T. Greenberg, 2009)

21.(Ibid., p. 498 )

22.(Ibid., p 510  )

Micro-traumatic interchanges are typical in adults or older

children and are a two-way interactive process that

constitutes trauma and causes losses for both the target

and the perpetrator. While it is clear that a teacher cannot

be a therapist, some of the insights that have been

presented might be useful to become more aware, to

“identify and acknowledge the subtly destructive

patterning” in oneself so as to avoid injurious modes of

relating and identification “of social skills and capabilities

that may have gone underdeveloped as a function of the

disturbed injurious patterning”  from their own formal

education experiences. These insights may help in observing

any patterns and deactivating them. Being able to hear

someone’s trauma under the noise of coping mechanisms

that get activated and being able to create a trigger-free

space will multiply the possibility of that person becoming an

attentive listener and empathetic to others. In his article

about a collective experience that made a collective trauma

emerge, Berlak states: “I could listen with empathy because I

myself had previously been listened to with empathy as I

grappled with my own defensiveness and erasures, and

could therefore understand from personal experience and

convey to students that their erasures of racism and their

defensive anger resulted from their socialization and had

been beyond their control. I could also convey that their fear,

anxiety, and shame could be seen as initial stages in the

process of becoming witnesses to racism.”

A SAFE SPACE FOR TEACHERS AND FACILITATORS 

Working in education exposes people to a constant level of

emotionally provocative situations while lacking chances to

self-regulate. As Jennings and Greenberg mention in their

article, teachers hardly have the chance to leave the

classroom in cases of situations that provoke strong

emotional reactions in them. Coping with their own

emotional response is a major source of stress and

improving their Social Emotional Competence and Emotional

Intelligence could provide valuable support. 

“Findings suggest that teachers with inadequate SEC face

situations that provoke emotions they have difficulty

managing, their classroom management efforts lack

effectiveness, the classroom climate is suboptimal, and

they may experience emotional exhaustion provoking a

‘burnout cascade’.”

Starting with evidence that speaks of how self-awareness

and ability to cope with emotion, supportive and encouraging

teacher-student relationships, and individual teacher

relating patterns, contribute to creating a classroom climate

that is more conducive to learning, Jennings and Greenberg

promote an interesting classroom model. 

 

18

19

20

21

High Self-Awareness (emotions, emotional patterns, and

tendencies recognition and knowing how to generate

and use emotions such as joy and enthusiasm to

motivate learning in themselves and others), 

A Realistic Understanding of their Capabilities and

recognition of their emotional strengths and

weaknesses, 

High Social Awareness (awareness of their emotional

expressions and how it affects their interactions with

others., ability to recognize and understand the

emotions of others). - Ability to build strong and

supportive relationships through mutual understanding

and cooperation and to effectively negotiate solutions

to conflict situations. 

Cultural sensitivity (understand different perspectives,

take this into account in relationships with students,

parents, and colleagues), 

Responsible Decision-making Process based on an

assessment of factors including how their decisions

may affect themselves and others,  

Emotions and Behavior Management (when emotionally

aroused they can regulate their emotions in healthy

ways) 

Ambiguity and Uncertainty Tolerance comfortable (that

comes from letting students figure things out for

themselves).

They mention the relevance of being trained in three major

areas: “recognizing and labeling emotions, understanding

emotion, and expressing and regulating emotion in response

to situations commonly encountered by teachers in

classroom situations.”  Their model, The Prosocial

Classroom, aims at creating a learning space that could be

safe for teachers as well and prevent them from burnout.

According to them, this would train teachers’ social and

emotional competencies: 

22
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USEFUL TOOLS 

What has been observed in the Italian Public System, is

growing attention to providing to the learners the support

they need in line with the learning impairments (or

disabilities) that they might be diagnosed with. This kind of

approach is definitely a great improvement and will have a

positive impact on the lives of many learners however, does

not help teachers to get a general perspective on the

dynamics developing in the class, their causes, what are the

triggers being pulled, and how to deal with them effectively.

As it has been observed, intention and commitment are

needed to develop learning spaces safe from trauma. The

amount of emotional work that teachers are required to do

on a daily basis is remarkable and ideally should be

supported by the whole institution. However, this paragraph

will mention a couple of tools, among the many existing that

can be useful to start working individually on emotional

intelligence. 
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A: LEAVING PATTERN - AWARENESS AND

ATTENTION ARE MOVED AWAY FROM YOUR

BODY AND THE PERSON THAT IS UPSETTING.

23.(Steven Kessler 2015)
Steven Kessler, The Five Personality Patterns - Your Guide to Understanding

Yourself and Others and Developing Emotional Maturity, 2015

FIVE PERSONALITY PATTERNS

Each of us has developed certain safety strategies that

have consolidated in a behavior pattern. These have been

shaped in the encounter between the circumstances and

environment that we grew up in and our personality. The

author of the book is a psychiatrist that observed that when

an overwhelming situation presents at a young age and

there isn’t the ability to manage it, every human coping

mechanism is to shift attention in another direction to

soothe the painful feelings and the stress that arises.

According to the direction in which one person’s attention

goes, a pattern is created.

Getting a deeper knowledge of this will help in the

understanding of how emotional reactions build up within

every one of us so as to identify our reactions and emotions

and deal with learners’. 

  

23

E:   RIGID PATTERN - AWARENESS AND ATTENTION 
ARE CONSTRICTED INTO THE BODY. 

D:   AGGRESSIVE PATTERN - AWARENESS 
AND ATTENTION ARE SENT OUT. 

C:   ENDURING PATTERN - AWARENESS AND ATTENTION 
ARE BURIED IN THE ATTEMPT TO SILENCE THEM.

B:   MERGING PATTERN - AWARENESS AND ATTENTION
ARE SENT TOWARDS ANOTHER PERSON.

A B

C D E
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24.(Marshall B. Rosenberg, 2003).         25. (Miller in Ann C. Berlak, 2004)          26.(Jeff Lewis, 2006)
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NON-VIOLENT COMMUNICATION (NVC) 

This approach has been developed by Marshall Rosenberg

starting from the assumption that in every conflict both

parts are persuaded to be “fighting for the right reasons”.

Interestingly he has been analyzing the reasons behind

conflicts and discovering that there is always an unmet

basic human need. This approach is strictly relational and it

is good training for the capacity to empathize with others. It

has four components: 

1. Observation: Observing a given occurrence without

expressing an opinion, evaluating, judging, attaching

meanings. Can you take a photo of it?

2. Feelings: Detach momentarily from the thinking mind and

perceiving what reactions to the fact that one can observe

in the body sensations. Feeling heat as opposed to feeling

fiery. 

3. Needs: Identify what basic human need we perceive has

not been met 

4. Request: Formulating a request to make sure that the

need can be met whilst respecting the freedom of the

counterpart to give a “no” as the answer. 

One of the most useful insights that applying NVC brings is

the increased awareness about feelings (and the difference

between feelings and emotions) and the way of requesting

and accepting the answer emphatically (and the difference

with demanding). For more information about Non-Violent

Communication seek out a group that actively practices this

technique. One of the key tenets Rosenberg states is that

NVC must be practiced first in an intentional group before

‘taking it to the streets'. 

  

24

"Individuals can not empathize
with the pain of 

others if they have not brought
to consciousness and

experienced the pain they 
themselves have been directly

subjected to.” 
 

CONCLUSION

This paper was aimed to illustrate the way in which many

studies have shown that emotions can interfere with

learning. 

The concept that learning is exclusively cognitive has largely

been disproven. This dualism between emotions and

intellect could also be an obstacle to the realization of full

human potential, as Jeff Lewis reminds us  Ancient Hindu

view saw our being as a house with four rooms: physical,

emotional, intellectual, and spiritual. Introducing a deep

emotional intelligence curriculum in schools and for teachers

could be beneficial for the learning outcome and for

personality development as many have argued. One

interesting point still to be investigated could be the reason

why, in spite of living in this historical era where most people

have access to information and education, new types of

illiteracy are emerging. 

25
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THE POWER OF THE
DOCTOR WITHIN  

 

Have you ever been to the doctors and when you get home,

you get asked, well? What did the doctor say? As if you who

have been living in your body for your whole life does not

know what’s going on inside?  

Have you ever questioned the process or thought about why

that is? 

This paper is written to uncover teachings from the body,

health, self-empowerment, and health-expressions. First,

however, we look at how we have lost connection to the

birthright of deep self-knowledge as a result of living in this

modern world. We will learn how the current social construct

is silently encouraging us to willingly hand over the fate of

our health. This obedience in taking a back seat roll in our

health leaves the driving seat open to a white coat who

studies disease - not health. 

 

B Y  E M M A  S T I R T O N
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Licentia Ubiquie Docendi...

"Licence to Teach"

1.(Verger, 1999)

Our connection to ourselves, our ability to heal, our

confidence in self-healing, and self-regenerating have

faulted. This stumble has led us to the fattest and sickest,

mentally and physically we’ve ever been in human history.

This is despite having the best access to western medical

doctors and their technologies. Have we lost sight of the true

meaning of doctor?

The word doctor means to teach. The discourse in self-

connection as a result of the changed perception of the word

doctor is dire. You see, your body and all its physical,

chemical, emotional, and spiritual expressions are there to

teach you. We just have to learn to listen to it and learn from

our doctors (who are still teaching health (not disease) that

the subtle signals from the body are signals your system is

talking to you.  

Dating back to the middle ages in European literature the

word doctor, in Latin: docēre, in literal translation, means: 'To

teach’. In ancient times it afforded one to interpret and teach

the word of the bible. 

1
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“The natural healing force in
each one of us is the

greatest force in getting
well. Everyone has a doctor
in him or her; we just have

to help it in its work.” 2. (Burris, 2004)

3.(Hippocrates, Chadwick, Lloyd, &amp; Mann, 1983)

4. (Bartoš, 2014)

He worked with this knowledge teaching his patients that

innate intelligence within the body is what drives all

physiological functions including healing. 

Although prevalent in all people, the innate intelligence of

the body is not often talked about when looking at dealing

with health and even disease within the current western

view on health care. It is important to understand and

highlight that no doctor, no drug, no surgery does any kind of

healing. 

They can facilitate change but it is the body, the mind, and

the spirit that ultimately guides healing and regeneration.

This happens not only on the physical level of the muscles,

organs, and tissues disrupted by the disease and

dysfunction but in the brain. 

Within the brain, neurochemistry is altered allowing plastic

changes to take place when healing and balancing are

occurring. Neurological plasticity and inborn healing

mechanisms have gained traction in science and are widely

studied. These human functions are frameworks for

alternative healing modalities such as Chinese medicine,

Neurology based Chiropractic, and Ayurvedic healing. 

Unfortunately, not all people are accepting of these facts

and rudimentary ideas of health and prefer to turn towards

disease management as opposed to working with health. It

is suspected the apprehension in adopting basic health

practices (which will reduce disease long term) is because

these fundamentals are not yet blaring from everyone's TVs.

These facts around the body's inherent healing functions

are not yet mainstream. 

As you may have experienced in mainstream western

medicine to enter into the healthcare system you must be ill,

physically, or psychologically. If this doesn’t make sense to

you… that you have to be sick to enter the health system,

you're conscious thinking is on the right track. This is the

fundamental problem with the health system in our modern

world today. Nevertheless, you enter the ‘healthcare

system’ and your physician will search for the cause of the

disease, come up with a diagnosis, and treat the disease

accordingly. The relationship with your doctor is most often

hierarchical with your position underneath. You are often

handed a prescription, likely pharmaceutical in nature, or

surgery if pharmaceutical care has been exhausted. 

4

5

6

7

5.(Farrant, 2014)

6. (Jonas, 2018)

7.(Doidge, 2017)

Moving forward through history one was granted this title

after completing studies that resulted in a Ph.D. A Ph.D. is an

acronym for a Doctor of Philosophy. People who complete

their Ph.D. are required to submit a thesis of original

undertaking to shed light on an area of expertise in their field

that has not yet been studied. Today this is the most

prestigious title one could strive for above that of a bachelor,

masters, and fellowship. This allows the Ph.D recipient also

known as a doctor to teach and share their knowledge.

As we progressed through the ages the word doctor

amongst societies committed itself conventionally to those

in the healing arts and was used to teach people how to heal.

Today when a doctor is referred to, one is likely to think of a

medical doctor. 

Unfortunately, however, the modern-day medical profession

has lost connection with the true meaning of what it means

to be a doctor, that is - to teach. 

There are many things that have influenced the disconnect,

the major players seem to be what is taught in medical

schooling systems, the pharmaceutical industry, and societal

influence. This wasn’t always the case. The beginning of the

medicine was pure in essence and was founded on the

patient's role in healing. 

Doctors of health date back further than medieval times, to

the Ancient Greek era, where we saw the rise and work of

Hippocrates. Certainly, Hippocrates had some methods that

are questionable knowing today’s understanding of

physiology, however, he was pioneering surgery, anatomical

mapping, and health practices. 

Known as the father of medicine, some of his philosophical

underpinnings are now considered fact and used by forward-

thinking health care professionals. His practices aligned with

the fact the body has an inherent ability to heal. That ability

needs to be nurtured with all that nature intended. One of his

famous quotes highlights his understanding of the innate

finesse of healing which was far beyond his time.  

3

2
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I recently saw a very slight patient with a

history of bloating in their lower abdomen,

which was obviously distended and

uncomfortable for them. 

When chatting further we discovered that

they were extremely constipated and

their water intake was direly low. In fact

they don't like the taste of water, so

rarely drink it. Before consulting with me

they'd seen their general practitioner who

prescribed weight loss pills and gave a

referral to the gastroenterologist. They

saw the specialists who also did not ask

about their water intake, and prescribed

high dose laxatives. The patient described

feeling helpless and displayed signs of

disempowerment around their body's

ability to serve them. 

The message this type of care is instilling

in this person, and our society, show our

body doesn't have the correct

mechanisms to work properly when

actually, the simple answer would have

been to teach them how constipation is

directly related to water intake and also

to shed light on the importance of more

water for overall function.

When we are handed a prescription to

stop symptoms without learning about

the ‘why,’ our level of empowerment is

down-regulated. 

Symptoms, as you will learn later on, are

a message from the body. They are not

there to be silenced. They are there as a

voice to say that your body is not

functioning correctly. 

If we silence
our symptoms

without looking
at the cause, 
we are giving 
over control, 
we have lost 

our connection
to self. 
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Most often this is not a conscious

decision, because this is how we have

gone about dealing with this situation

before. And this in the past this has

‘worked’. Or at least this is how we have

perceived the situation. 

When there is a perception that

something works we then go through that

same process each time we are faced

with that particular problem. This creates

a habit. It is estimated that about 40-

45% of our daily activity are habits. 

Habits are automated behaviour that we

repeat over and over again. Your

conscious and thinking mind does not

have to be involved in the process of

habit highlighting there is no place for

critical thinking when in a habit loop. 

This was proven in the famous surgery in

1953 by neurosurgeons who removed the

hippocampus of the patient ‘H.M.’ who

suffered seizures continuously after a

head injury in his childhood. 

8

9

8. (Charles Duhigg, Power of Habit, 2012)

9. Marien, Custers & Aarts, (2018)
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Post-surgery he was able to complete habitual tasks like his

daily walk around the block, but couldn’t tell you which house

he lived in, despite walking through his front door to his home

after each walk. He was unable to partake in thought-

provoking conversations or retain any new information

longer than twenty seconds. Unlike H.M, you can consciously

break habits by becoming aware of your actions. Habits

occur in the basal ganglia which is subcortical nucleoli in the

brain, primarily responsible for motor control.

Habits begin with a cue, ie. you are not feeling well. You then

act out the behavior - making an appointment at the doctor's

surgery - you are then rewarded, by your brain. The reward

occurs even before you attend the appointment, it is

stimulated in your brain as soon as you complete the

behavior. The reward is a dopamine release, a feel-good

neurotransmitter, that enforces the behavior that was just

acted out with the feeling of pleasure. The next time the cue

comes along (you don’t feel well), your brain is wired to do

what you have always done, or possibly what your parents or

caregiver always did in that situation. 

Studies show the way you deal with your health and disease

states can be a habit often passed down familiarly. 

Once attending the appointment that you habitually made,

the level of connection to self, agency, and self-reflection as

to why the illness or ‘health expression’ (aka

illness/dysfunction) occurred is often void in conversations

with the medical doctor. The diagnostic reports are read,

recommendations and medications are prescribed and you

are sent on your way. The disease is treated separately to

health and according to some physicians, the involvement

of the patient in decisions is not required when the ‘fixing’ of

the disease. Paternalistic hierarchy in health care where a

subordinate role taken by a patient is linked to lower rates of

success when it comes to compliance of recommendations

and effective remedy of the illness. This highlights the need

for you to take an active role in healing and health.  

The cascade of events that occur in the mind is ruinous

when the patient doesn't understand the disease process,

how they got to that point, and how to take agency over their

health, or at a minimum understand the reasoning behind the

chosen treatment. When self-responsibility is not taken for

the disease process this can create disempowerment over

the ability to heal. Whether the disempowerment is evident

in the conscious mind or not, self-connection is at its lowest. 
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10. (Charles Duhigg, Power of Habit, 2012)

11.Lanciego, J. L., Luquin, N., & Obeso, J. A. (2012)

10

11

12

13

14

15

15. Yeandle et. 2018

16. Colloca &amp; Miller, (2011)

17.Weber, (2016)

Disempowerment may not be immediately felt but it is often

seen in the words or actions of people who do not possess a

level of agency.
16

12. Köhncke et al., (2018)

13.Kazak, A. E. (2002

14.Bell et al., (2018) )

Disempowerment can be viewed through the lens of the

doctors' power over the uneducated patient,   or it can be the

person's view over their ‘useless’ and 'symptomatic' body.

When there is a disconnection from self, the internal

knowing that the body can and will heal itself, given the time,

space and empowerment, often leads to a belief that they do

not have what they need to get better. 

Often people are led to seek something from the outside ie.

supplements, drugs, or surgery to ‘fix the illness.’ This is

known as ‘medical obedience'. It governs the lives of too

many people in our western world; if you are sick, take a

pill, it will make you better. Surprisingly to some, health

does not work like that. Unsurprising to others it can work

quite the opposite. 

17

"I got sick."
"This illness happened to me."

"I was struck down by this infection."
"I fell victim to cancer."

"I caught a cold from … (insert
colleague, family member, friend)."



EVER STOPPED TO THINK ABOUT WHY YOU ACT
THE WAY YOU DO WHEN YOU ARE ILL?
IS IT BECAUSE THAT'S THE WAY THE REST OF
SOCIETY ACTS WHEN THEY ARE ILL? 

WHERE DID YOU LEARN HOW TO DEAL WITH
SYMPTOMS, AILMENTS, INJURIES, AND LONG-
TERM DYSFUNCTIONS? 
POSSIBLY FROM YOUR FAMILY? 
WHERE DO YOUR ROOTS COME FROM? 

WHY DO YOU THINK THE WAY YOU DO ABOUT
HEALTH? 

IS IT HABITUAL? WHAT IF YOU STOPPED AND
THOUGHT ABOUT YOUR HEALTH HABITS? 
YOUR SICKNESS HABITS? 
WHAT IS THE FIRST THING YOU DO WHEN YOU
DON’T FEEL WELL? 

HOW DO YOU REACT WHEN YOU ARE TIRED? 

HOW DO YOU BEHAVE WHEN YOUR DIGESTION IS
UNSETTLED? 

DO YOU TURN TO A LITTLE WHITE PILL? 

DOES THE IMMEDIATE 'CURE' INCLUDE USING AN
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY, TYLENOL, PARACETAMOL? 

DOES A PILL STOP THE PAIN? 
IT STOPS THE MESSAGE FROM YOUR BODY FROM
REACHING YOUR BRAIN.

PAIN IS A MESSAGE FROM THE BODY TO TELL
YOUR BRAIN SOMETHING IS NOT RIGHT. 

PERHAPS YOU DON’T HAVE TIME TO DEAL WITH
IT? OR MAYBE YOU DON’T WANT TO LISTEN? 

MAYBE YOU DIDN’T KNOW THAT THERE WAS
SOMETHING TO LISTEN TO?
 
SO WHAT DO WE DO? 

WE TURN ON OUR HABIT LOOP, WHERE WE
DON’T QUITE FEEL RIGHT, SO WE TAKE PAIN
RELIEF, WHICH WILL GIVE US THE DOPAMINE -
INSTANT FEEL-GOOD REWARD, WHICH CREATES
A CASCADE OF HORMONAL AND NEUROLOGICAL
EVENTS WITHIN THE BODY TO THEN DEADEN THE
PAIN RESPONSE TO THE BRAIN. SUDDENLY YOU
DON’T HAVE TO DEAL WITH THE PAIN ANYMORE. 
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When we hear our bodies'
voices, we can take

responsibility for our health.  

18. (Haavik, 2014)

This is known as the ‘quick fix'. Taking a painkiller does not

fix the problem, it simply turns off your receptors in your

brain to stop the flow of information, in this case, pain. 

When a pain mechanism is down-regulated in the brain your

sensory-motor integration changes. Your brain will perceive

your body as willing and able and will act accordingly, moving

in ways it wouldn’t if the pain was still being felt, and in some

circumstances creating more harm. So is this really a quick

fix? Or is taking a pill that stops pain creating longer-term

problems? 

Do any of these sound familiar?  

"Well, I only take the ant-acid when I have reflux; I have to

take it."

"If I don’t take my thyroid medication I don’t have enough

energy to make it through the day."

"I have to take my contraception because I can’t have a baby

at this point in my life and if I don’t my PCOS and

endometriosis will cause pain."

 "If I don’t take my statins medication I am at higher risk of a

heart attack because I have high cholesterol."

Might you stop and ask yourself, where did you get this

information from? Who told you that antacids are the only

way to manage reflux? Who told you that statin medication

lowers your risk of heart attacks? Where did you learn that

the pill or other hormonal medical interventions are the only

way to manage birth control, endometriosis, and PCOS? Who

told you that thyroid medication is a lifelong prescription?

That is not to say that what you learned was wrong. That is

not to say it is right either, rather that this is not about right

or wrong, good or bad, but asking the question; how you

know what you know? The goal here is to stimulate you to

wonder if there is a different way? A different view on the

same thing will shed a whole new light. 

You can start to understand that healing is an inside job. It

comes from your agency and attentiveness to our body .

From listening to our symptoms, we hear what it is saying.

1
8



When was the last time you stopped? When did you last

have a break? Have you been gifting your body with the

minimal amount of hydration necessary to survive - 3 liters?

Have you switched off your phone? Have you switched off

the stimulants, that will allow you to look in? Coffee, sugar,

salt, proceed food? 

To hear your body, and what it needs, you must stop and

listen. You must take your body back to its natural state.

The state before it was bombarded with the latest screen,

the tastiest snack, the greatest fad, the complacent fear-

mongering news article. Back to a place of silent peace.

 

Take opinions of health care providers and compare and

contrast. Don’t speak to just one. 

Try different measures on for size and see what works best

for you. Albeit from least invasive to most. From the most

basic and close to nature first, you might find you don’t need

laboratory-made drugs or body-altering surgery. If you have

been sick for a long time, know it is going to take a long time

to completely heal, there is no such thing as a quick fix. 

Remember we were born with an innate drive that brought

two sex cells together to create an entire human… you.

Science has not yet got as far as creating a single cell with

all its parts and keeping it alive. 

So here you are, in all your divinity. Your body knows what to

do, your body knows how to do it, it doesn’t need any help to

heal, it just doesn't need any interference. 

Take out the interference. Turn down the noise. 

Go within. Open your mind. 

You have the power. 

The power of the doctor within. 
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Health, just like our emotions, needs reappraisal. We need to

take a look at the same problem with a different lens. We

have created fear around symptoms. Symptoms are voices

from our body trying to shout to us that some tender loving

care is required to keep the body vital. Symptoms are there

to tell us, it is time to look inward. By the time we have

symptoms, there is a 30% loss of function within the body.  

The human function relies on the relationship between the

brain and the body. It relies on self-connection. If there is a

shortfall in connection it is detrimental to overall recovery,

and health in general. The book ‘How healing works,’ authored

by Dr. Jonas shows the biology of healing and the science

behind the discovery that 80% of healing can be

attributed to the mind-body connection and other

naturally occurring processes. 

You see, if we do what we have always done, if we continue

to walk the road most traveled by westerners today there is

only one end. We already know that we are the fattest and

sickest we have ever been despite the most progressive,

and prestigious medical interventions at our fingertips. 

Neither disease nor wellness happens in a vacuum. As such

the healing of illness and the quest towards health is not

isolated to a single opinion or a single medication, it is

certainly not one size fits all, in fact, it is multifactorial. To

walk down the path towards optimal health first requires

leading yourself in the right direction. Listening to the signs

of your body with open ears, and an open heart, and most

importantly an open mind is Step One. 
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19.(Farrent 2014)

Everything you have ever wanted
is on the other side of fear. 

19
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EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED: BODY, MIND,

SPIRIT, AND THEY WORK IN SYMBIOSIS. 

Therefore everything we experience manifests differently.

The interest of this paper broadens understanding between

trauma and digestive pain. Including a yogic holistic

perspective as well as new scientific knowledge in the field

of trauma, the gut-brain axis, and fascia. 

WHAT IS TRAUMA?  

In psychology, psychological, emotional or mental trauma or

psychotrauma (plural traumas, traumas; Greek: wound,

τραύμα), is referred to as a psychological injury.

Dr. Mate´ explains it with the example of being wounded, so

if we cut our flesh, the healing would involve scar tissue

forming. “If the wound was great enough, you’d get a big

scar, and it would be without nerve endings so you wouldn’t

feel, and it would be much less flexible than your normal

tissue. Trauma is when there is a loss of feeling and there is

reduced flexibility in responding to the world. This is a

response to a wound.” He also states, “trauma is a psychic

wound that hardens you psychologically that then interferes

with your ability to grow and develop. It pains you and now

you’re acting out of pain.” From Dr. Mate` perspective

trauma is not what happens to you, it’s what happens inside

you as a result of what happened to you, it is that scarring

that makes you less flexible, more rigid, less feeling, and

more defended.

THE GUT-BRAIN AXIS - SECOND BRAIN  

The gut-brain axis includes the central nervous system

(CNS) and neuroendocrine and neuroimmune systems. That

includes the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and

sympathetic and parasympathetic arms of the autonomic

nervous system (ANS), as well as the enteric nervous

system, the vagus, and the gut microbiota. It is the

biochemical signaling system between the gut and the

nervous system that is just beginning to be understood.

1

2

3

4

According to a physiological review about the Microbiota-

Gut-Brain Axis in 2019: “It is important maintaining

homeostasis along the gut-brain axis.” In the past 15 years,

the emergence of the microbiota (the trillions of

microorganisms within and on our bodies) is seen as one of

the key regulators of the gut-brain function and has led to

the appreciation of the importance of a distinct microbiota-

gut-brain axis. The communication between the microbiota

and the brain happens via various routes including the

immune system, tryptophan metabolism, the vagus nerve,

and the centric nervous system, involving different

metabolites which are reaction intermediates and products

of physiological metabolism which drive significant biological

activities in the human body such as signaling, stimulatory

and inhibitory functions. There are many factors that can

influence the composition in early life, including infection,

the mode of birth delivery, use of antibiotic medications, the

nature of the nutritional provision, environmental stressors,

and host genetics. Also, the microbial diversity diminishes

with aging. In all stages of life, stress, in particular, can

significantly impact the microbiota-gut-brain axis.

STRESS IN THE GUT  

According to Dr. Mate: “Emotional stress is a major cause of

physical illness, from cancer to autoimmune conditions and

many other chronic diseases. The brain and body systems

that process emotions are intimately connected with the

hormonal apparatus, the nervous system, and in particular

the immune system.” Stress does not only affect the

physiological function of the gut, it also has an effect on the

gut flora (microbiota). It changes the composition and

reduces the microbiota. In order, this condition can be

relayed via the gut-brain axis and might be one of the ways

the brain receives the perception of danger. Often anxiety,

fear, or overwhelm is expressed physically in the belly, which

can be shown as nausea, pain, stomach-churning, tightness,

the diaphragm, and breathing.  The response to stress in our

gut is immediate; it diverts energy, oxygen, and nutrients

from the gut and the skin towards the brain and muscle. In

survival mode digestion is not elemental. When stress hits

ongoing, the digestion primarily slows down and chronic

stress can cause spasm or constriction of the gut muscles

or uncomfortable cycles of diarrhea and constipation.
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TRAUMA AND THE BELLY, SEAT OF EMOTIONS  

The PNI (Psychoneuroimmunology) is the study of the

interactions among behavioral, neural and endocrine, and

immune processes which extends into all body systems. It

shows that our actual biology and consciousness are not

viewed as separate. The immune system is part of the

nervous system, which is part of the gut. Through fascia and

muscle, we are one systemic continuum.

According to the PNI, trauma is not something outside of

disorder or symptomatology. Charlotte Watts in the book

Yoga for Digestive Health mentions that this perspective

supports the yogic model of providing a framework to

reconnect with the whole. She underlines this with “This is

not to fix or solve what may be broken or wrong, but nurture

the entire being to health and healing: holism – from the root

word whole.” Perception, cognition, and motivation - all these

mental functions cannot be fully understood without

connecting to the physical body as well as the environment

in which they are experienced. In another valuable piece of

literature about Mind Brain and Body Transformation of

Trauma from Van der Kolk he writes: “You can be fully in

charge of your life only if you acknowledge the reality of your

body in all its visceral dimensions.” 

PTSD POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER  

In an article from the Mayo Clinic, “Post-traumatic stress

disorder (PTSD) is a mental health condition that's triggered

by a terrifying event — either experiencing it or witnessing

it. Symptoms may include flashbacks, nightmares and

severe anxiety, as well as uncontrollable thoughts about the

event.” Historically Trauma often got categorized and

treated as a purely psychological issue with labels such as

PTSD, acute stress disorder, depression, anxiety disorders

like panic attacks and obsessive-compulsive patterns,

addictions and eating disorders as well as borderline

personality and dissociative disorders.

In an interview in 2019 with Dr. Mate on childhood trauma,

the real cause of anxiety, and our insane culture, he

mentions that the average medical student doesn’t even

hear the word trauma in their education. He also points out

that they hear about physical trauma but not about psychic

trauma except in the narrow field of post-traumatic stress

disorder, which some psychiatrists do learn about. On the

other hand, trauma affects the average person, that’s not

even thought about in the medical lexicon.
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TRAUMA AND DIGESTIVE PAIN - IS IT ALL IN OUR MIND?  

From the experience of the writer who has felt digestive

issues for around 14 years, she can tell that digestive

issues come along with pain and discomfort coupled often

with frustration especially when you get the diagnosis ‘there

is 'nothing wrong' or ‘it is all in the mind’. Some digestive

pains may be explained by fascial restriction in the trunk and

pelvic areas which lead to tension and discomfort of the

digestive organs. It is also possible that these restrictions

are effects of PTSD.

“Much pain may be explained by inflammation

and fascial restriction but these may be

effects of trauma and chronic stress held in

our core – a place to hold our psychic pain in a

well-sealed box.” Watts also mentions that

"digestive pain often gets experienced at

the onset of stress or a fearful event so the

injury to be protected is emotional and

trauma-related. In order, the pain which is felt

is our brain that lets us know we are safe."

Thomas Haines, a bodyworker and author explains the pain

as a very complex event that is more than danger signals

from the tissue. He describes the pain as a kind of output

from the brain.

 

For many people, pain often gets experienced as a memory,

as an emotion, as a habit, as a reflex that involves everything

about them. 

Further on he explains that our brains need safety which

comes from our primal instinct as animals so we are

constantly making decisions: "Am I safe right now?“ He also

describes a meeting that needs through embodiment and

finding it in the present moment to switch off this cycling

alarm process so the whole range of suffering changes.

Often people experience better sleep, less anxiety, less

tightness, less pain, and feeling life is much easier if you are

not carrying this big load of tension.

According to a national survey on yoga for physical and

mental health, it showed that yoga benefits all aspects of

pain, as movement and as a meditative practice.

Significant reductions in stress and all psychological health

measures were also found in an 8- and 16-week intervention

study for the effects of yoga on stress and psychological

health.
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“Noncommunicable diseases
(NCDs), also known as chronic

diseases, tend to be of long
duration and are the result of a

combination of genetic,
physiological, environmental and

behaviours factors. The main
types of NCDs are cardiovascular
diseases (like heart attacks and

stroke), cancers, chronic
respiratory diseases (such as

chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and asthma) and

diabetes.”
 

A five-week Yin yoga-based interventions
reduced both the physiological and
psychological risk factors known to be
associated with NCDs. The study
suggests that incorporating Yin yoga
could be an easy and low-cost method of
limiting the negative health effects
associated with high stress. 

The WHO defined: 

20

21

EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED  

The Journal of Bodywork and Movement
Therapies describes: “Fascia is the soft
tissue component of the connective
tissue system that permeates the
human body forming a whole body
continuous three dimensional matrix of
structural support. It interpenetrates
and surrounds all organs, muscles,
bones and nerve fibers, creating a
unique environment for body systems
functioning.”

This layer of connective tissue is
organised as a three-dimensional
network that surrounds, supports,
suspends, protects, connects and
divides muscular, skeletal and visceral
components of the body. Fascial layers
consist of varying amounts of
connective tissue cells (fibroblasts)
which have the ability to contract
(myofibroblasts) and so affect
movement and postural patterns.
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Each organ in the body is encased in its
own fascial sac grouped with similar
functional systems. For example the
digestive organs lie in the abdominal
cavity and are called mesentery. It’s also
explained as ‘bags within bags’ and we
can access these inner ones through the
outer bag skin. 

Having this free flowing movement and
communication through all parts of this
web is crucial for the same through the
digestive tract. Stress can tighten this
tissue and transform a smooth free
flowing layer which protects the organ or
muscle to a tight sack that restrain
movement and lead to pain. 24
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FASCIAL ADHESIONS: SOMETHING IS PULLING

“In the body, adhesion is an abnormal attachment or

stickiness between two or more body tissues. Adhesions

are a type of scarring or scar tissue that causes two tissues

to stick together in an abnormal way. Adhesions may also be

viewed as a kind of substitute physical and chemical

structure that can develop in the body."

Any physical trauma and scar tissue can form fascial biases

and the tissue becomes seized and even unresponsive.

Especially in the digestive tract, these adhesions are able to

affect the way we move and involve in digestive

dysfunctions.

Trauma can make the fascia less organized and less elastic,

as well as scar tissue can also transmit pain more acutely. It

is also possible that tightness in one body area can ripple

out into others and the pain is felt somewhere else. This

means that a lesion in the digestive organs spread to the

hip, sacroiliac point, or further.

In one study following 198 patients after lower

gastrointestinal tract surgery for adhesive small bowel

obstruction, 40% of patients developed chronic abdominal

pain. 

FASCIA AND INFLAMMATION - STAY FLUID  

Hyaluronic acid hydrates our fascia and allows this slide and

glide effect locally or out in the body. Changes in the

viscosity of the receptors within the fascia can send a pain

message from a degree of stretching that is even within the

physiological range. 

A lowered visceral mobility is connected to digestive

symptoms such as IBS (Irritable bowel syndrome). “Irritable

bowel syndrome (IBS) is a functional bowel disorder (that is,

not associated with structural or biochemical abnormalities

that are detectable with the current routine diagnostic

tools) characterized by abdominal pain or discomfort, stool

irregularities, and bloating.”  This is one definition and it’s

definitely questionable.  

There is less research although adhesions within fascia and

tightness in the psoas can cause poor gut motility this

means less wave-like motions of the bowel that move

bacteria in the colon and add on to small bacterial

overgrowth (SIBO) and IBS. "Small intestinal bacterial

overgrowth  (SIBO) is defined as the presence of excessive

bacteria in the small intestine. SIBO is frequently implicated

as the cause of chronic diarrhea and malabsorption."
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The role of the fascia is not only to transfer mechanical

tension but also helps to regulate inflammation. In order to

do that facial fibroblasts affect the immune system and the

inflammation cascade is activated through cytokines via

stress and lack of fascial slide.

Several studies have shown an association between IBS and

preceding gastrointestinal infections of bacterial, viral, or

move bacteria of other origins. There is also growing

evidence advocates, in IBS, the epithelial barrier, gut

microbiota, food antigens, and bile acids elicit abnormal

responses in the key regulators of sensorimotor functions,

including the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, the

immune system, the brain-gut axis and the enteric nervous

system (ENS).

If we look into pharmacological interventions for IBS some

research is currently focused on gut serotonin. There are

studies that show that those with diarrhea show higher than

normal levels of serotonin in their blood following a meal and

those with constipation show lower than normal levels.

“Serotonin plays a key role in the initiation of peristaltic and

secretory reflexes, and in the modulation of visceral

sensations.”

In a clinical trial of yoga for adolescents with irritable bowel

syndrome, they studied the effects of yoga on IBS. The

people in the yoga group reported lower levels of functional

disability, less use of emotion-focused avoidance, and lower

anxiety. They also had significantly lower scores for

gastrointestinal symptoms and emotion-focused avoidance

following the yoga intervention. The participants found yoga

to be helpful and indicated they would continue to use it to

manage their IBS. “Yoga holds promise as an intervention for

adolescents with IBS.” 

CONCLUSION  

We’ve viewed this topic from different angles and from a

holistic standpoint. We’ve found that the body is not -

dimensional but instead a very complex, interwoven

beautiful structure. With the findings of how yoga a holistic

body practice works especially in the field of trauma, pain,

and digestive issues we showed how important it is to

nourish all parts of the body for healing. 
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GROWING EVIDENCE

SUGGESTS THAT

BEHAVIORAL

ADDICTIONS

RESEMBLE

SUBSTANCE

ABUSE...

...in many domains, including natural history,

phenomenology, tolerance, comorbidity,

overlapping genetic contribution,

neurobiological mechanisms, and response to

treatment. Several behaviors, besides

psychoactive substance ingestion, produce

short-term rewards that may engender

persistent behavior despite knowledge of

adverse consequences such as diminished

control over the behavior. These disorders

have historically been conceptualized in

several ways. One view posits these disorders

as lying along an impulsive-compulsive

spectrum, with some classified as impulse

control disorders.

New, alternate conceptualization considers

the disorders as non-substance or 'behavioral'

addictions. The objective of this paper is to

review the relationship between psychoactive

substance and behavioral addictions to see if

impulsive behaviors can be appropriated

labeled as addictions.

1

1.(J Grant, M Potenza, A Weinstein, and D Gorelick, 233-241, 2010)
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Individuals with behavioral addictions, like those with

substance addictions, will frequently commit illegal acts,

such as theft, embezzlement, and writing bad checks, to

either fund their addictive behavior or cope with the

consequences of the behavior.

The brain is motivated to seek reward through multiple

neurotransmitters, the most prominent being dopamine, but

when addiction takes hold, the brain is rewired to crave the

behavior instead of natural rewards. Completely

independent of the individual’s cognitive self-control, the

addiction routes the part of the brain that is likely to contain

self-control, affecting the power to correctly choose the

most beneficial behavior for the individual’s life. 

In addictive behavior, participants have binging and

withdrawal cycles, which can lead to feeling out of control

as their behavior is abstained from for a period only then to

be indulged in excessively. Behavioral addictions have been

studied less than substance addictions as these types of

addictions have no ingested physical substance affecting

the body’s natural functions. Nonetheless, recent research

shows that behavioral addictions such as view pornography

online and gambling are more like substance addictions than

previously thought.

3

Each behavioral addiction is characterized by a recurrent

pattern of behavior that has this essential feature within a

specific domain. The repetitive engagement in these

behaviors ultimately interferes with functioning in other

domains. In this respect, behavioral addictions resemble

substance use disorders. Individuals with substance

addictions report difficulty to resist the urge to drink or use

drugs. Behavioral addictions are often preceded by feelings

of tension or arousal before the act, and pleasure,

gratification, or relief at the time of committing the act. 

The ego-syntonic nature of these behaviors is experientially

like the experience of substance use behaviors. This

contrasts with the ego-dystonic nature of the obsessive-

compulsive disorder. However, both behavioral and

substance addictions may become less ego-syntonic and

more ego-dystonic over time, as the behavior (including

substance taking) itself becomes less pleasurable and more

of a habit or compulsion, or becomes motivated less by

positive reinforcement and more by negative reinforcement

(e.g., relief of dysphoria or withdrawal). Behavioral and

substance addictions have phenomenological similarities.

Many people with behavioral addictions report an urge or

craving prior to initiating the behavior, as do individuals with

substance use disorders prior to substance abuse.

Additionally, these behaviors often decrease anxiety and

result in a positive mood state or “high”, like  intoxication. 

Emotional dysregulation may contribute to cravings in both

behavioral and substance use disorders. Many people with

pathological gambling, kleptomania, compulsive sexual

behavior, and compulsive buying report a decrease in these

positive mood effects with repeated behaviors or a need to

increase the intensity of behavior to achieve the same mood

effect, analogous to tolerance. Many people with these

behavioral addictions also report a dysphoric state while

abstaining from the behaviors, analogous to withdrawal.

However, unlike substance withdrawal, there are no reports

of physiological prominent or medically serious withdrawal

states from behavioral addictions. As in substance use

disorders, financial and marital problems are common in

behavioral addictions.
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2,3.(J Grant, M Potenza, A Weinstein, and D Gorelick, 233-241, 2010)

2

THE ESSENTIAL FEATURE OF
BEHAVIORAL ADDICTIONS IS
THE FAILURE TO RESIST AN

IMPULSE, DRIVE, OR
TEMPTATION TO PERFORM AN
ACT THAT IS HARMFUL TO THE

PERSON OR TO OTHERS.
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Several studies have shown that behavioral addiction is

comparable to substance addictions such as cocaine,

methamphetamine, and tobacco use. Behavioral addiction

has similarities to substance addiction in several ways: 
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This research has been highly beneficial in

understanding why participants become and stay

addicted. 

Dopamine is the neurohormone chemical for addiction,

meaning dopamine increases the rate of neuron firing

when a pleasurable stimulus is offered. Dopamine is

known as the pleasure neurotransmitter, helping the

body receive satisfaction for rewarding activities.

Natural releases of dopamine in the brain include stimuli

of exercise, consumption of food, and sexual behavior.

The chemical dopamine starts the cycle of addiction by

flooding the brain with the feeling of pleasure in

response to the addictive behavior. The cycle of

addiction begins with the prefrontal cortex craving the

desired substance or behavior. 

Although the brain receives dopamine from certain

natural functions such as food, water, and sex, the

manifestation of an addict starts with dopamine

flooding the limbic system with an unnaturally high

amount, not allowing the addict to think about much else

other than the substance or behavior. This creates a

strong motivation for the stimuli and the addict learns to

binge on said substance or behavior. 

When an addict is actively engaged this may mean that

they are in the intoxication phase of the addiction cycle,

impairing the addict’s brain from choosing other options.

 

Loss of self-control has been shown to come from the

prefrontal cortex becoming deactivated when addicted.

When the binging of the behavior is done, the limbic, or

most primitive part of the brain, is satisfied and the

prefrontal cortex is stimulated. Once stimulated, the

part of the prefrontal cortex associated with self-

control and higher-level thinking regrets the compulsive

action. 

After an individual has gone through this cycle, the

prefrontal cortex will associate this period of withdrawal

with increased psychological and physiological stress

because of the lower levels of dopamine. 

This stress can contribute to many side effects, such as

depression, grief, feelings of inadequacy, and low self-

esteem, leading the participant’s brain to desire to

escape these feelings and participate in the substance

or behavior again. 

5

4

4,5.(Muller2018)
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The cycle of craving, intoxication, binging, and withdrawal

indicates reduced self-control. Addicts may be

disadvantaged when trying to quit because they have lost

many synapses in the cortical area of the prefrontal cortex

associated with self-control. Notably, behavioral addictions

have few physical substances ingested to hold responsible

when determining why the body craves the behavior. A

behavioral addiction in an otherwise healthy adult usually has

no physical ingestion to cause the addiction. Behavioral

addiction is like substance addiction, but defined as any

behavior, not involving ingestion of a drug, in which an

individual compulsively seeks out the stimuli or feeling

brought about. 

Behavioral addicts physically crave the behavior, as shown in

their cortical changes and their dopamine level, and

experience negative consequences from the frequency of

the activity overriding other important aspects in their lives.

For substance addictions, such as nicotine, cocaine, and

methamphetamine addiction, literature has shown the

potential for the substance to alter gray matter in the brain

modules associated with self-control. Physical substances

increase blood flow to the prefrontal cortex, leading the brain

to crave more of the substance. Habituation familiarizes the

prefrontal cortex to the drug, demanding more of the

addictive behavior in order to achieve the same vast amount

of blood flow and the increase of chemicals such as

dopamine, the chemical compound thought to be responsible

for the propitiation of pleasure. 

Pleasure is naturally wired to reward biologically necessary

functions such as food consumption and sexual activities,

but when addictive behaviors increase the dopamine more

than the prefrontal is accustomed to, the prefrontal cortex

may continue to demand unnaturally elevated DA levels in

the brain in order to achieve the same stimulation. Thus, the

individual may continue to seek the behavior to maintain the

dopamine levels associated with elevated pleasure.  

It is important to realize behavioral addictions have long

been perceived in the popular press as a problem of low

willpower instead of a brain-altering addiction. This notion

contributes little to the neuroscience of addiction. Most

individuals with a behavioral addiction do not want to be

addicted. Addiction seems to inconvenience the participant

at best, and at worst, can be responsible for the behavior

becoming more important than the physical, mental, social,

or emotional needs of the individual, causing distress.

Individuals with behavioral addictions act on the addictive

behavior above all other behaviors. 

6

7

The new priority of the behavior shows how the reward

system of the brain likely becomes conditioned, thus

increasing the frequency of the behavior. As a result, when

the individual wants to engage in other activities, the

reward system creates only a natural amount of dopamine

in the naturally pleasurable activity and does not create the

same immense amount of stimulation as engaging in the

behavior. The dopamine is only released in a vast amount

when addictive behavior such as gambling or social media is

experienced, leading an individual to seek the large

stimulation by engaging in the behavior.

Neuroscience research shows that the brain functions but

also confirms different parts of the brain's cortical and

subcortical areas operate different functions in the human

body—one of the most influential being the discovery of

Broca’s aphasia. This type of aphasia, or damage in the

brain, is caused when the part of the brain responsible for

speech production is lesioned, causing an individual to have

full mental capabilities of speech, but speech becomes

labored. Thus, certain modules of the brain focus on

specific tasks. The specific functioning of brain areas has

assisted research surrounding behavioral addictions.

Behavioral addiction could affect parts of the brain

exclusively responsible for decision-making. 

To enumerate, specific tasks dedicated to each area of the

brain have been studied extensively in the brain of addicts.

Behavioral addiction alters brain functions in several areas.

First, addiction tends to decrease gray matter in the PFC,

gray matter primarily in charge of self-control and

awareness of behavior. 

This explains why the addict’s behavior is prioritized over all

other activities in his or her life. Prioritizing an addictive

behavior can create harmful situations for the addict.

Instead of participating in the most beneficial choice for

oneself, the individual will continue to turn to his or her

addiction. In a healthy, un-addicted brain, the individual will

choose the most comfortable and pleasurable choice for

their lives. Behavioral addiction twists this natural function

into desiring the behavior instead of desiring vital

behaviors. 

 

8

6-8.(Muller 2018)
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Above all addiction affects the prefrontal cortex by creating

the release of chemical neurohormones, produced by nerve

cells, and then released into the regional cerebral blood flow.

The brain releases dopamine when an individual

accomplishes instinctively pleasurable actions. When stimuli

that can cause this release of dopamine are intensified, the

brain directs larger quantities of dopamine towards the

addictive behavior. Over time, the more one consumes

amplified, intensified views of sexual activity, the less the

brain disperses dopamine to natural sexual responses found

in phenomena of the physical world. 

Societal responses have been less than satisfactory

concerning the view of behavioral addiction, but research has

now shown large correlations between the effects of

substance abuse and behavioral addictions. Both substance

and behavioral actions create the same reactions in the

brain, increasing dopamine in the brain when the addictive

substance or behavior is encountered, decreasing tissue in

the brain, and deactivating tissue likely responsible for the

self-control and awareness of the participant. 

As scientists continue to explore the consequences that

behavioral addictions have on the brain, research into

behavioral addictions will be critical to understanding how

one handles the addictions and how doctors can best treat

the individual that is in the grasp of a behavioral cycle that

self-discipline alone cannot help. As the similarities between

behavioral and substance addictions in the brain are mostly

indistinguishable, behavioral addictions may be further

treated with substance addiction recovery procedures such

as group therapy, and rehabilitation. 

More research into how behavioral addiction affects the

brain will help to achieve breakthroughs in how the brain

functions when self-control is inhibited and how individuals

with behavioral addictions become addicted and stay

addicted. The more scientists research the effect of

addiction on the brain, the more success the medical world

may achieve in helping individuals affected by the societal

stigmas associated with behavioral addictions.

REGIONS OF THE
PREFRONTAL
CORTEX HAVE
BEEN SHOWN

TO PHYSICALLY
DECREASE IN

SIZE WITH BOTH
SUBSTANCE AND

BEHAVIORAL
ADDICTIONS. 
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DESTROYED
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DID I KNOW WHO
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THE STARTING POINT IN LIFE: YOUTH

A day in the life of a 3-year-old would not be complete

without the little kid crying when Mummy and Daddy leave

for work. Until we deeply study the subject of trauma, we

could never have known that the daily occurrence is actually

registered as a trauma in the mind of that little kid. The way

our brain processes an experience for us from the time we

are in the womb till about 6 years of age is beyond our

control.  

According to Prof. Bruce Lipton in his book, “Biology of

Belief”, this crucial timeline in a child’s life is where complete

absorption from the external environment (i.e. learning)

happens. At this age, the consciousness of a person is just

beginning to be shaped. Any form of perception is largely

devoid of the consciousness doing its own analysis but

rather just accepting what is being told or inflicted upon

them. This natural brain adaptation to a new environment

happens automatically. It is also how the brain learns to form

early neural networks related to survival, relationships, and

adaptability.

This neural network is known as the default mode network

(DMN). The DMN is a set of brain regions that are highly

active during the resting noncognitive state. It is at play

when individuals are focused on their daily life activities as

well as during introspection, self-referential processing,

recalling the past, and imagining the future.

This DMN functions to record all our initial trauma and the

coping mechanism built around it as a default mode and built

a pattern for us as a way of survival. 

1

2

PAST RESEARCH

The extrapolation of the DMN at play forms the link between

various forms of trauma and its implication on relationships.

It was originally referred to as the relationship templates,

schemas, or patterns by Sigmund Freud. 

In addition, Diguer et al defined it as organized

representations of past behaviors and experiences in

relationships. These schemas then “become the individual’s

personal blueprint for relationships from which he or she

builds new meaning upon”.

3

4
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The Traumatic Antecedents Interview (TAI) Scale by Herman

et al identified twelve areas of trauma category. Ten areas

of negative gross trauma are physical abuse, sexual abuse,

witnessing violence, physical neglect, emotional neglect,

significant separations, losses, domestic chaos, verbal

abuse, and parental discord. Two positive variables that

have been included are the presence of

caretakers/confidantes and the display of mutual affection

between parents. 

The study on child abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect has

always been an area of interest since the early ’90s among

many psychologists and psychiatrists. Many of these

researches are related to the intrapersonal and

interpersonal difficulties faced following childhood trauma.

 

CURRENT CONSENSUS  

Some intrapersonal challenges that have been reported

following trauma are depression, anxiety, substance abuse,

suicide, diminished identity integration, identity confusion,

pathological self-representations, deficient gender role

socialization, and various other forms of psychological and

physical disorders. Interpersonally, childhood trauma

survivors suffer from lower quality relationships, intimacy

dysfunction, and social adjustment difficulties. 

Studies on sexual abuse have shown that it can result in fear

of intimacy and greater anxiety in interpersonal

relationships. Children who experience psychological or

emotional abuse reported feeling less loveable, likable, and

presented with self-esteem inferiority whereas verbal abuse

has been linked with the inability to control emotions

resulting in anger and depression.  

Of the twelve trauma subscales, children falling in the

category of physical abuse have a greater prevalence for

self-aggression or the belief that they will be mistreated by

others. These findings suggest that victims of childhood

physical abuse later are at risk of repetition of abusive

relationships by virtue of the wish to be hurt. 

5
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PERSONAL IMPACT OF TRAUMA

As the nature of trauma can be extremely disruptive, the

trauma victims may attempt to master anxiety. They may do

so by organizing interpersonal experiences in a way that

allows some degree of perceived control. Some may attempt

to develop a sense of mastery by being the initiator of the

potentially abusive interactions. Instead of actually ending

the cycle for them, the abused person may become oblivious

to their own traumatic experience and tend to continue the

repetitive pattern in the future. 

Among victims of sexual abuse, a tendency towards

submission, powerlessness, and low self-confidence was

reported in their interactions with others. They also become

suspicious about love and closeness and lean towards

emotional avoidance. In adult relationships, the victims carry

on this confusion and suspicion about true love and

appreciation. As a result, they are often misunderstood by

others as people aren’t able to perceive them clearly.

Interestingly, this category of trauma shows some

ambivalent characteristics of wanting to be close to others

to obtain help but not wanting to be hurt. 

In contrast, verbal abuse victims wish to distance

themselves from others and repeat this as a reactive

behavior in future interactions. Anger though felt was often

not expressed possibly as a result of feelings of

ineffectiveness.   Reported physical neglect resulted in a

high association of the need to be soothed and comforted

but a low prevalence of self-assertion largely due to their

physical needs not being attended to during childhood.

Emotional neglect victims wished for distance but

paradoxically had a lower prevalence to avoid conflicts. They

also have a belief that the neglect faced during childhood

was unavoidable. This belief is further carried on into

adulthood. They were also reported to be less flexible

emotionally and have difficulty in making compromises in

their relationships.   5
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BETTER SELF UNDERSTANDING

One variable that was reported to
potentially moderate or mediate the
effects of early negative experiences was
the knowledge on attachment style. 

Attachment styles are shaped from
different ways of interacting & behaving in
relationships. Study the below infographic
to reflect upon your own experiences. Ask
your mother or an ex-partner for  input. 

 

During early childhood, these attachment
styles are centred on how children and
parents interact. In adulthood, attachment
style forms a pattern of attachment in
romantic and interpersonal relationships
with others. 

At present times, psychology recognizes
four main attachment styles: securely
attached, ambivalent attachment,
avoidant attachment and disorganized
attachment. Some studies show only
about 2% of people are securely attached. 

 

 

Children who suffered from a significant
separation later appear to feel less self-
confident and like survivors of physical
abuse, they tended to wish for hurtful
interactions. 

Witnessing parental discord seemed to be
associated with subsequent desire for
revenge as children are often passive
spectators of the repetitive quarrels
between their parents. In some situation,
these children grow up to be the
responsible one to keep the family
together despite their desire to express
their anger and get revenge.

In many regards, these behaviors were
broadly classified as self-defeating.

The last two positive trauma categories
added in the TAI scale reported on how
subjects who had access to a
caretaker/confidant felt more appreciated
by others, and were less preoccupied with
being loved, possibly resulting from their
secure and stable childhood experience. 

Subjects who had witnessed the
expression of mutual affection between
their parents reported less
disappointment in their interactions with
others.

EPIGENETICS ROLE IN TRAUMA
MANAGEMENT

While these traumas can greatly impact
our life and result in many negative
experiences, the field of epigenetics can
allow us to look at our past in a new light.

We can change our blueprint moment to
moment by changing our internal
environment i.e. the thoughts and the
perception of our past trauma in our
adulthood or present moment.

While we were incapable of processing our
childhood experiences particularly the
negative ones in an objective manner
while we were experiencing it, we could
embrace the truth of the matter and take
personal accountability to respond
responsibly in the current times as adults. 

Reflection on this later in life may lead to
enhanced knowing of self and self-growth.

5

5

5

5.Drapea M, Perry J. C, 1049-1066 (2004) Infographic by Jaci Taylor
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12. Roche, Diane & Runtz..., 84-207, (1999)

13.Irwin, Harvey, 1095-1110, (1999)

It is worthy to note from a study done by Hazan & Shaver

that attachment style was unrelated to parental divorce but

rather the best predictor of adult attachment style was the

child’s perceptions about the quality of their relationships

with their parents as well as their parents’ relationship with

each other. The study also reported various beliefs about

relationships within the different attachment styles. 

Love was enduring for the securely attached adults and rare

and temporary for the avoidant attachment category. The

ambivalent attachment category reported falling in love

often. 

While we must not generalize the notions that early

attachment styles are identical to adult romantic

attachment, research in this field has shed light to predict

patterns of behavior in adult relationships based on

attachment style.

In other studies, attachment style was also reported to

mediate the impact of childhood abuse, psychological

adjustment, and victimization in adulthood. 

14,15

14,15

12,13

CONCLUSION

It is perhaps wise for us to take home a message that our

internalized thoughts, perception, and the way we

experience our childhood may still be well with us long after

the memories of it leaving us. There is an inherent need for a

measurement of internal inquiry in the form of continuous

inner work to support the journey of uncovering our own

trauma and thus breaking our pattern.

In truly showing up to do deep shadow work, we come to a

space of building a deeper connection to the self. It is this

deep connection that promotes a stable identity and

personal security that has become continuously challenging

to develop in this fast-paced technologically driven but also

spiritually bypassing world.

It is possible that positive experiences in childhood lead to a

normal process of learning to trust others, increase

resilience and form secure, stable relationships. 

Only when we have come to a place of claiming our own

authenticity and uncovering the root cause of our problems

that can we truly begin to break our default mode network,

identify our own traumas, the pathology behind it, how it

reshaped our brain, and survival pattern before proceeding

to hack it.

14.Brennan & Shaver, 161-176, (1994)

15.Hazan C, Shaver P, 511-24, (1987) 
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“ I T  I S  T H E  E X P E R I E N C E  O F
L O V I N G  A N D  B E I N G
L O V E D  T H A T  M O S T

C L O S E L Y  P R E D I C T S  H O W
W E  R E A C T  T O  T H E

H A R D S H I P S  O F  L I F E ;
H U M A N  A T T A C H M E N T S

A R E  T H E  U L T I M A T E
S O U R C E  O F  R E S I L I E N C E .

“ T H E  S E V E N T Y - F I V E  Y E A R S
A N D  T W E N T Y  M I L L I O N

D O L L A R S  E X P E N D E D  O N
T H E  G R A N T  S T U D Y

P O I N T S ,  A T  L E A S T  T O  M E ,
T O  A  S T R A I G H T F O R W A R D
F I V E - W O R D  C O N C L U S I O N ,

 
‘ H A P P I N E S S  E Q U A L S
L O V E .  F U L L  S T O P . ”  

V A I L L A N T
J O N A H  L E H R E R ,  A  B O O K  A B O U T  L O V E

* R E F E R E N C E  T O  T H E  H A R V A R D  G R A N T  S T U D Y

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/47328267


But funnily enough, that thing you ordered last time you

were up at 3am, and found yourself in some darkened corner

of the internet, in a shop with questionable disclaimers in

less-than-perfect-English, never showed up at your door... 

But this time it’ll be different... right? 

Sound familiar? 

Something in the back of your mind knocks quietly that this

kind of sounds spookily similar to that thing you say to

yourself when you begin to feel your partner pull away. You

try the same way of letting him know your needs but with a

renewed communication technique you picked up from that

podcast you listened to last week. 

What is happening to your brain now?

First up, dopamine is going off the charts. Each thing you put

into your shopping cart dumps another load of it into your

brain. And, it’s a quick ride, so you chase it again. Dopamine

is the neurotransmitter that plays a crucial role in the brain's

motivation and reward system. It’s the pleasure-seeking

drug our brain releases so we keep seeking the good life and

steer clear of things that don’t make us feel so cozy. 

At the same time, that dopamine is being handed to us by

our best drug dealer; our brain, serotonin, and norepinephrine

are being cut with it too. 

This might seem kind of confusing. Dopamine is the

pleasure neurotransmitter but it’s also associated with

movement; which is why scrolling at 3am feels like you’re

accomplishing something. Norepinephrine is released

during stress and concentration - cue the intense stare

you’re using to scan those blogs to find the magical

sentence that will save your sanity, and serotonin is for

regulating mood and mental behavior patterns; this mental

behavior of obsessing so much you sacrifice sleep is adding

a whole nother spice to the mix. 
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UNDERSTANDING
TRAUMA &

ABANDONMENT FEAR
B Y  J A C I  T A Y L O R

It’s coming up at two in the morning, and the

blogs are all starting to blur into one another.

“Top 5 Things You Shouldn’t Do When You

Suffer From A Fear Of Abandonment”, “7 Tips

for Dating Someone with Abandonment

Issues”, “8 Strategies to Stop Living in Fear

and Enjoy Life”. 

Each time there’s a checklist, you feel hope that maybe this

one will be the one. Maybe this one will say something you

can use. Maybe this one… 

(The only thing happening to your brain is a massive

dopamine dump).

It’s now 2.45am and you’ve abandoned (pun intended!) the

blogs and are now in an online shopping wormhole. Without

knowing it the blogs have only served to make you feel guilty

and shameful that perhaps you’re broken and unfixable

because, “Making Sure You Don’t Get Needy With Your

Boyfriend So He Doesn’t Leave You”, is really not making you

feel understood for the nuance of your experience. 

So you turn to something you know how to do; adding things

to your shopping cart and inputting your credit card details. 

  Easy.
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So if the neurochemical cocktail is linking stress with pleasure,

and creating a behavioral pattern, what happens then?

Ever felt so hollow from a bad night’s sleep that the first sound

your boyfriend makes in the morning has you immediately envision

the whole day has already gone downhill?

Then the food choices you make include pizza for breakfast and

three coffees before work to ‘keep you going?

Then every interaction you have throughout your day is peppered

with this incessant frustration that either you suck or everyone

else does? 

At the end of the day, climbing into bed at night feels more like an

errand than a joy...

Then, there you are again, awake at 2am in the morning having

found yourself in yet another blog spiral, still searching for the one

that will understand you.

That’s your brain having done its totally devoted and unbiased

service to you and delivering you the chemicals you asked for to

keep you in the groove. 

Not the jive you selected on the jukebox? (or, for the millennials,

your grandma’s Spotify playlist on repeat?)

Well, what if it’s not actually your fault? Let’s break down some of

the reasons why something like this may be preoccupying your life. 

The Primo Drug Dealer - Our Brain

With everything that we do, our brain is receiving messages to

release this neurotransmitter or that one in response. So far that

we know, there are over 100 neurotransmitters that our brain has

on offer. They don’t work in isolation, but we look at dominant ones

related to our functioning, to understand the chemical signaling of

the brain.

Neurotransmitters do just what they sound like. They transmit

messages in the brain from the nerve cell across a synapse to a

target cell. A target cell can be a nerve cell, a muscle cell, or a gland

cell. These all have different implications for how our bodies will

behave. 
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There are two ways neurotransmitters operate. 

To increase the likelihood of neuronal connection; this is

called an excitatory neurotransmitter, or, to decrease the

likelihood of the neuronal firing; these are called inhibitory

neurotransmitters. 

Infographic by Jaci Taylor
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All of these chemicals are completely unbiased to our

preferences of how we’d like to behave. They signal from a

place of pure service to the orders you put in. So say we are

already feeling somewhat anxious, the flood of excitatory

neurotransmitters; like norepinephrine, dopamine and

glutamate, come in and amplify that state. Glutamate is the

neurotransmitter for memory; creating and recalling them

and, in this case of heightened anxiety, all those other times

that you felt this way and the memories associated with

them may come up too; making it a little harder to delineate

the present moment from past experience and appropriately

respond.

What else is happening? 

Our brains have three levels. 
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The part of the brain that is reacting to fear is where

we’ll find some answers about what might be going on

when we are terrified that someone close to us may at

any moment and without reason, abandon us. 

Ever felt that hot, fiery sensation when you start to get

really anxious, angry, or overwhelmed? Does it feel like

it’s right behind your eyes, over the top of the back of

your throat, and around the back of your head?

This is our limbic system consisting of the thalamus, the

hypothalamus, the amygdala, and the hippocampus. It’s

located right in the middle of our brain, underneath our

cortex, and in front of our brain stem. 

All those regions are active and ‘firing’ and all those neurotransmitters are getting excited and moving fast, sending

signals this way and that to either mobilize your motor system to fight off the threat to your safety with all your might; to

flee and run super fast from the predator; or to play dead and slow your movements right down so you no longer look like

a tasty snack. 

Break it down a little more...

When we are assessing our experience of life, information first goes into the brain via the optic nerve, which sends

signals to the thalamus, which is in cahoots with the amygdala, which evaluates danger threat. At the same time, signals

from the optic nerve will also go to the visual cortex and the prefrontal cortex, where consideration of response can

occur. 

The vagus nerve (think, gut feelings) and the insula (which helps us stay in tune with others on a non-verbal level) are

active. Then the neocortex is firing too, which is what allows us to pause and consider our options to respond, rather than

react impulsively. 

Infographic by Jaci Taylor
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If any kind of traumatic
experience remains

unresolved in our body/mind
system, then could other

psychological parameters be
exacerbated? 

 

So, why do you find yourself in your early 30’s and still

convinced that people will up and leave in the middle of

the night? 

For this, we need to have a look at what was going on

when we were growing through infancy all the way to

around 25 years old, which is the age the brain has

matured all the way. But wait, that’s the general

consensus until you dig a little deeper because here, we

are talking about emotions, right?

At what age does the emotional brain mature?

Dr. Martha Denckla is Emeritus Professor of Neurology at

Johns Hopkins. She is a clinician and researcher in the

area of developmental cognitive neurology. She’s got this

for us to chew on:

“We see that motor control, meaning the myelination of

the motor pathways, occurs around 15 on average. Then

the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, responsible for

cognitive control and executive function, is pretty much

myelinated by 25,” she says. “But then you start talking

about emotions—and everyone realizes the impact of

emotions on cognitive control. They can change how

much control you have. So, when you look at the medial

and orbital surfaces of the frontal lobe, which some call

the ‘social brain, the mean age of myelination of those

connections between the limbic system and those frontal

areas is about 32. That’s a far cry from 18.” 

32! Ok, soooo.... That means that the glass of red wine

you’re holding and the tissue tower you’re building up in

your lap may have something to do with the fact your

brain is pretty young in emotional maturity! 

(Hopefully, you’re starting to get the picture that it isn’t

anyone thing that is going on here and that may be why

those blogs will never satisfy the underlying needs.) 

And, breathe.

Childhood Nurturing and Neuroepigenetics 

While there is no way we can be sheltered from every

aspect of this gritty experience of humaning there are a

few key things that, when lacking, absent, or unresolved,

seem to make it more likely to develop difficulty coping

with it all. 

And, over the years, psychologists and neurobiologists

have discovered more about how the circumstances that

we, and our family, lived through during our childhood, play

a major role in our brain health and emotional wellbeing as

adults.

1

Dr. Vincent J. Felitti is one of the world’s foremost

experts on childhood trauma. He is co-principal

investigator of the internationally recognized Adverse

Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study, a long-term, in-depth,

analysis of over 17,000 adults looking into how adverse

childhood experiences affect adults. 

The ACE Study looked at the rates of;

~ Crime and imprisoned family members. 

~ Domestic violence.

~ Emotional abuse. 

~ Family suicide or death. 

~ Parental substance abuse. 

~ Mental illness, and;

~ Physical abuse. 

The ACE Study showed that adverse or traumatic

experiences in childhood could result in:

~ increase risk of neurobiological, biological,

psychological, and/or social difficulties such as: 

~ Changes in brain neurobiology;

~ Social, emotional, or cognitive impairment;

~ Adoption of health risk behaviors as coping

mechanisms (eating disorders, smoking, substance

abuse, self-harm, sexual promiscuity, violence);

~ severe and persistent behavioral health, physical

health, and social problems;

~ early death. 

This study provided an insight into how unresolved

traumatic or adverse experiences in childhood led people

to be more likely to have difficulty later in life. 

But not definitely.

Research finds that children who are given high-quality

care by available family members or caregivers during the

mourning period (of a family member dying - or to help

resolve traumatic events or situations), experience less

distress and perhaps fewer longer-lasting repercussions.

2

3

1.Kayt Sukel, Dana Foundation (2017)

2.Felitti et al (1998)

3.Garmezy (1983)
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4.Dr. Bruce Lipton - Biology of Belief (2005)

5.John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth (1992).

6.van Ijzendoorn MH, Schuengel C..., (1999)

7.(Siegel 2003) 

Cue: Attachment Theory and Adult Relationships 

So you’ve heard by now that our environment and how we are

cared for has more influence on our development than our

genetics, right? 

Psychiatrist and psychoanalyst John Bowlby brought us

Attachment Theory, which was later expanded upon by

developmental psychologist Mary Ainsworth in the 1960s and

70s who introduced the concept of the "secure base", and

developed a theory of a number of attachment patterns in

infants: secure attachment, avoidant attachment, and

anxious attachment.  

Secure attachment is when an infant shows a little distress

when their caregiver leaves but will self-soothe well and, upon

their caregivers return, smile and engage. 

Avoidant attachment shows as infants who show little to no

sign of distress that their caregiver is leaving, or has left, and

when they return they show little to no engagement. 

Anxious attachment is when the infant displays a high level

of distress upon their caregiver leaving and has little to no

ability to self-soothe. When their caregiver returns, they are

difficult to soothe and may display another burst of distress

before accepting soothing. 

A fourth attachment pattern has been added:

Impaired/Disorganised Attachment - If your caregiver

doesn’t know you, doesn’t see you, and doesn’t really provide

safety; it’s called impaired/disorganized attachment which is

a precursor to disassociation. 

It’s important to understand that these attachment patterns

are not synonymous with bonding. 

Bonding refers to the relationship that is formed over time

and with familiarity and has little to do with how the nervous

system forms attachments. Bonding can occur between a

child and an animal for example and in this scenario, the animal

will never be held accountable for not having given that child

enough love when they were growing up. 

So when you read the blogs and articles that use bonding and

attachment interchangeably, consider a critical gaze as you

take in the information and leave out the conjecture. 

4

5

6

How are these attachment patterns created?

In infancy and early childhood, the ways that we are nurtured

and responded to by our primary caregivers imprint our

nervous systems and our psyches with how we perceive care

and loving presence.

Relationships are crucial to brain development and neural

functioning throughout the life cycle. ‘‘The brain becomes

literally constructed by interactions with others. . . . Our

neural machinery . . . is, by evolution, designed to be altered

by relationship experiences’’. 

Attachment patterns as adults are how we subconsciously

act out these infant imprints in our intimate relationships and

friendships. Think of perhaps you don’t really care that your

partner wants to go out without you and nor do you really

care that they are back with you. Which one of the

attachment patterns is this one? 

Back to Brain Stuff

Our brains have different networks that involve

communications across regions. There are three networks

that are affected by trauma. 

The default mode network - where we find self-assessment;

thinking about ourselves; how we compare to others, how we

are talking about ourselves (in trauma, there’s a lot of self-

blaming), and where we process self-relevant information (it

helps us to know what we are feeling inside). 

The salience network - where we assess what is threatening

and what is not. This network helps us figure out what, in our

environment, is worth responding to. 

The executive functioning network - involved in helping us

plan, think, and engage in concentrated, focused attention.

7
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OFC is where neuroplasticity lives. 

The social engagement system (OFC) can prevent the

release of oxytocin; a hormone that inhibits the amygdala. 

Integration and cohesion of the prefrontal cortex and the

limbic system are necessary for emotional and relational

wellbeing. 

Could the social engagement system be where trust

lives?

If the orbitofrontal cortex is impaired from trauma, abuse, or

neglect this can result in a decreased ability of judgment,

self-control, and emotional fluency. People with damaged

amygdala are impaired in empathy and in the capacity to judge

the trustworthiness of others. 

Chronic misattunement, neglect, or abuse on the parent’s

part can severely affect the baby’s brain. With trauma and its

accompanying high level of cortisol release, the amygdala

over-functions, holding emotional traumatic memories,

whereas the OFC under functions.

8

Recall how we have the limbic brain as our emotional brain?

Neuroscience tells us that something called the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is only one synapse away from the limbic system, the

brainstem, and the neocortex, and it serves as the brain’s emotion regulation system of the social/emotional brain. 

The OFC integrates the neocortical and limbic functions. The OFC is active in self-awareness, response flexibility, regulation of

emotion, and empathy. 
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This is far from a sentence of brokenness but rather an

insight into which parts of our brain and chemical signaling we

could consider nourishing back to health. 

One more thing is going on at a physical level.

Porges brought us Polyvagal Theory in 1994. 

Polyvagal Theory looks at the biology of safety and danger

and how we understand how a person’s nervous system was

activated when early attached trauma occurred. 

8.(Goleman, 2006)

IT LOOKS BEYOND THE
EFFECTS OF FIGHT OR FLIGHT

AND PUTS SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIPS AT THE

FOREFRONT IN
UNDERSTANDING TRAUMA.
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9.Goleman(2006)

10.Sippel, L. M., Allington...,(2017)

11.Bessel A. van der Kolk, (2014)

12.Siegel (1999)

13.Bessel van der Kolk 

14.Siegel (2003)

15-17. Goleman, (2006)

It suggests new approaches for strengthening the body’s

system for regulating arousal. In this parameter we look at

how a kind face or a soothing tone of voice can dramatically

alter our visceral experience. 

Knowing that we are seen and heard by important people in

our lives can make us feel calm and safe. Pairing, attachment,

and feeling safe all release oxytocin and we are strengthened

by it. Oxytocin helps bond mother and infant and is an active

hormone in the nursing process. It lowers blood pressure,

increasing a sense of peace and relaxation. Oxytocin is

released ‘‘whenever we engage in affectionate contact with

someone we care for’’. 

Fear and chronic stress reduce oxytocin levels. Being

dismissed or ignored has been considered to precipitate rage

reactions or mental collapse. 

Polyvagal Theory looks at the importance of attuning to

another person to shift out of disorganized and fearful

states. This is called co-regulation and this is why attachment

and bonding can be a little confusing. 

Co-regulation engages the nervous systems and whilst it

would be wonderful if these engagements were always

healthy and nurturing, sometimes (see ACE Study) this is not

the case. 

‘‘Human connections create neuronal connections’’. 

Social engagement provides experiences of mutuality and

reciprocity in which we are open to receiving another person,

as they are. 

Daniel Goleman, a psychologist/science writer, has

illuminated neurobiology findings on how relationships are

crucial to brain development and neural functioning

throughout the life cycle. As Siegel puts it, ‘‘The brain

becomes literally constructed by interactions with others. . .

Our neural machinery . . . is, by evolution, designed to be

altered by relationship experiences.”

Could co-regulation happen as a survival mechanism and

be linked in with our sense of belonging and acceptance?

We tune in to each other beneath our conscious awareness:

‘‘When two people feel rapport ...their very physiology

attunes’’. As in infant-parent attunement and lovers attune

through the eye gaze. ‘‘Locking eyes loops us. To reduce a

romantic moment to an aspect of its neurology, when two

people’s eyes meet, they have interlinked their orbitofrontal

areas, which are especially sensitive to face-to-face cues like

eye contact’’. 

9
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12

10

13

14

15

Trying to please others

Feeling a sense of ‘giving too much' in relationships

Having a hard time trusting others

Pushing away others to avoid rejection

Feeling insecure in romantic relationships and friendships 

Codependency

A need for constant reassurance that the others love you

and will stay with you

The need to control others 

I don’t agree with what you’re attuning to...

Seen those videos showing how people will conform to some

unexplained social norm without questioning it for fear of

being excluded or singled out? THAT’S the nervous system

getting real live feedback on how best to find safety and

doing that, even if it means going against individual desire. 

Social rejection in humans activates the same part of the

brain as does physical pain, prompting speculation that

‘‘exclusion could be a death sentence’’ in human prehistory,

so important was the group for survival. 

These systems are, like the brain, delivering completely

unbiased responses to secure our survival. 

Even though we would ideally be brought up in a completely

warm, secure, loving environment that we dream of in the

retrospective world of our therapist’s office, more likely we

did experience traumatic things and we did have caregivers

that weren’t 100% able to provide our ideal world. 

(Resounding compassion) 

For better or worse, intimate relationships affect each

other’s well-being, both emotionally and physically. The

‘‘fluidity of boundaries between people who feel close allows

a two-way coregulation, influencing each other’s biology. In

short, we help (or harm) each other not just emotionally but at

a biological level. Your hostility bumps up my blood pressure;

your nurturing love lowers it’’. 

In case you’re scanning this paper for a list of signs that

you’ve got issues...

As adults, pervasive signs to notice when you may be

experiencing trauma or abandonment issues can be:

16
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Persisting in unhealthy relationships 

An inability to maintain relationships

Moving quickly from one relationship to another and

spending very little time unattached 

Sabotaging relationships 

Lack of emotional intimacy

Any trauma response like fight/flight/freeze/fawn in

seemingly inappropriate situations

This is not an extensive list. 

This paper purposely didn’t start off with a “Signs You’re

Experiencing a Fear of Abandonment” checklist in the first

two thousand words because most people have experienced

one or more of these things to a greater or lesser degree at

different times throughout this gritty life. 

Considering that it’s quite possible that you may display the

‘symptoms’ of fear of abandonment or unresolved trauma in

some way throughout your life, might provide a good

opportunity to tune into compassion for yourself and

empathy for others. 

For anyone, the fear of abandonment, rejection, or exclusion

may come up in peak transitional experiences like child labour,

running a business, ending a relationship, a loved one dying,

aging into mature age, or dying. 

The takeaway:

Having an awareness of these patterns, likelihoods, brain

chemicals and psychological parameters is in no way to give

reason to settle yourself into a diagnosis that resonates with

you and stop there. 

The next thing to do is to get really honest with yourself.

18. Goleman, (2006) 

19.Goleman, (1995) 

This paper is written to provide education on all the

overlapping maps and possibilities on how your fears may

have come to be so pervasive and to give markers to

continue the journey to radiant health. You have the power to

alter your experience, your reactions and steer your life

toward where you want to take it. 

Insert Bruce Lipton Ph.D. name drop here - who brought us a

new perspective on the power of our perception and the

expression of epigenetics with Biology of Belief – Unleashing

the Power of Consciousness, Matter & Miracles in 2005. 

Bruce Lipton’s jam is all about how we have the power to be

healthy and vital despite any limitations or adversities we

may experience. 

This is a mix of neuroplasticity, empathy, and taking control of

our health on all levels - physically, mentally, emotionally, and

spiritually. 

Self-observation and self-empathy can change one’s

reactivity: ‘‘Even just naming for ourselves the emotions we

feel can calm the amygdala.’’ 

‘‘Feeling felt’’ is important in adult relationships as well as in

parent-child interactions. Empathy soothes us and makes us

feel safe. ‘‘An act of empathy is a masterly tension reducer’’. 

What if we turned that empathy inwards? 

This paper was written with the intention to be a bit more

meaty and compassionate than the blog, “Top 5 Reasons You

Keep Driving People Away”.

For more information, please put ‘You Can’t Rush Your

Healing’ by Trevor Hall on Spotify, close your eyes, take a

deep breath, exhale, and inquire within. 

18
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"The degree to which you love
yourself will determine your

ability to love the other
person, who will be reflecting
back to you many of your own

personality traits and
qualities."

Sanaya Roman
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BRIEF HISTORY OF YOGA 

Yoga can be traced back thousands of years to the earliest

writings found in Pakistan and India, the Vedas and

Upanishads. These writings serve as the sacred literature of

Hinduism, and influence Buddhism and Jainism also. Yoga is

not defined as a religion but is an inquiry into being, a flexible

practice to support all paths of life. Yoga is a way of life that

changes how you relate to your inner and outer world.  

Sometime between the second and fourth century BCE,

Patanjali wrote The Yoga Sutras as a collection of truths,

further explaining and recording the yoga philosophy. He

divided yoga into an eightfold path that includes Yamas

(moral code), Niyamas (personal behavior), Asana (physical

postures), Pranayama (breathing techniques), Pratyahara

(withdrawal of the senses), Dharana (concentration), Dhyana

(meditation), and Samadhi (merging with the divine). Yoga is

an integrated approach of daily practices to guide one

towards self-realization and universal truth.

As yoga has spread from the east around the world and

increasingly grown in popularity in the west over the past

decades, there have been countless modifications and

adaptations to yoga. A variety of styles such as fitness yoga,

power yoga, heated yoga, goat yoga, etc. have emerged to

accommodate the needs, levels, and intentions of all

students. Despite the variations to the asanas, yoga is a

practice to bring clarity and connection to the body and mind.

It is an ancient system meant to address human suffering,

and the intent must remain the same across all practices.

  

As a lifestyle, “yoga practices, including meditation,

relaxation, and physical postures, can reduce autonomic

sympathetic activation, muscle tension, and blood pressure,

improve neuroendocrine and hormonal activity, decrease

physical symptoms and emotional distress, and increase the

quality of life.” 
2

1

Yoga serves as a teacher of the beauty of life and the sacred

blessings of being human.  

Yoga philosophy gives individual guidelines and tools for

optimizing the quality of life and obtaining nirvana. However,

having a human experience here on earth simultaneously

comes with a range of emotions and experiences. Some of

these experiences can be painful, cause deep sadness, leave

one overwhelmed, influence mental health, etc. 

TRAUMA OVERVIEW 

“Human beings are tender creatures. We are born with our

hearts open. And sometimes our open hearts encounter

experiences that shatter us. Sometimes we encounter

experiences that so violate our sense of safety, order,

predictability, and right, that we feel utterly overwhelmed—

unable to integrate, and simply unable to go on as before.

Unable to bear reality. We have come to call these shattering

experiences trauma. None of us is immune to them.”  

Trauma has a wide scope of definitions but is commonly

described as a sudden or gradual occurrence that

overwhelms an individual's resources. Trauma can be

physical or psychological. Examples of trauma can include,

but are not limited to, natural disasters, violence, rape,

sexual assault, physical assault, emotional abuse, domestic

violence, war, torture, child abuse, major accidents, or

illness… A traumatic event leaves the individual feeling

disconnected from his/her own body and an inability to be

present in the current moment. 

In a research study conducted on the United States general

population, it was concluded that at least half all adults have

experienced at least one major trauma. 

5
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Trauma exposure is pervasive in our society and takes its effects on

the entire human organism (body, mind, and spirit). Experiencing a

breach of trust or a broken promise, having someone forsake their

responsibilities, or being treated less than human—undergoing a

traumatic event—often influences your perception of life. An

individual's reality is created by perception, which is shaped by past

experiences.

The way important people in your life speak and treat you influences

your attitudes about yourself. Attitudes in turn shape ideas of self-

concept (whom you think you are). This serves as the foundation for

the thoughts and inner voices within the mind. Traumatic events

whether dramatic or over-time can influence your attitudes and self-

concept, even beyond your developmental years. 

The moment one experiences trauma, the body makes a decision to

protect itself. Trauma creates a physical and emotional imprint on

the body, and if left unresolved, can lead to illness and disease on a

physical, mental and energetic level. Research has found that trauma

can lead to / associate with further mental health issues such as

substance abuse, anxiety, depression, mood disorders, and more. 

Leaving a trauma unhealed will allow occurrences of normal daily life

to trigger the past experience and activate the body and mind to

replay the painful story over and over again as if you were reliving the

experience. Alarm systems in the body are turned on during trauma

and then never quite turned off; the brain is constantly scanning for

potential threats. The pain/initial trauma may happen once, but the

suffering can last a lifetime; the suffering is what the individual

clings to. The suffering from the trauma can linger in the body and

mind. It is possible that the symptoms lay dormant, accumulating

over time, and then show up without warning. 

   

TRAUMA EFFECTS ON BODY AND BRAIN  

When an individual goes through a trauma (whether sudden or

gradual) the physical body and brain respond in a number of

significant ways to the threat of danger.  

The body’s Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) and Endocrine System

are instantaneously activated. The ANS has been divided into two

parts, the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) and the

Parasympathetic Nervous System (PSNS). The SNS is responsible for

the body’s fight/flight response. During a traumatic event, the SNS

hyper-arousal activates the Amygdala (the fear center of the brain)

and deactivates the Prefrontal Cortex (control center of the brain),

inhibiting the individual to respond rationally or thoughtfully, only

from a place of fear and reactivity. 

7
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TRAUMA HAS AN
IMMEDIATE IMPACT ON
HOW YOUR BODY AND
BRAIN FUNCTION, AND
THERE IS A NEGATIVE

NEUROLOGICAL
CASCADE THAT

OCCURS AS THE BODY
STAYS IN THAT

‘SURVIVAL’ STATE. 

Stress hormones such as cortisol, norepinephrine, and

adrenaline are released from the endocrine system through

the body, boosting a person’s heart rate, elevating blood

supply, and boosting energy. If the individual is unable to self-

regulate and returns to a balanced internal state after the

event, a ‘freeze’ response is created in the PSNS. When

energy becomes frozen in the body and accumulates,

symptoms increase and one turns to coping mechanisms

(healthy or unhealthy) for relief. The physical, mental, and

energetic functions of the body often become disrupted and

trapped in an SNS reaction to stimulus. 

 

During trauma, there is a shift or change in the brain. The

Insula can be damaged (the area of the brain that registers

what is happening with the body). “Insula damage translates

as the inability to experience joy, love, happiness, and to

experience the very sensations of what our bodies are

physically doing,” explains Alexis Marbach and Zabie

Yamasaki in The Journey to Heal: Understanding Trauma-

Sensitive Yoga. 

Additionally, trauma results in low Heart Rate Variability

(HRV). HRV measures the integrity of the brain’s arousal

systems located in the brain stem. Having a healthy HRV,

rhythmic inhales and exhales, allows an individual to have a

degree of control over emotions and impulses. On the

contrary, a low HRV, which is commonly found in trauma

survivors, puts one more at risk for a variety of illnesses.

11

12

As explained in the journal Trauma-Informed Yoga: An

embodied, Cognitive Relational Framework, “Living in survival

mode can overwhelm the system with a high allostatic load

(i.e. wear and tear on the body associated with managing

chronic stress), increasing risk for physical and psychological

illness and chronic dysregulation of the nervous system.

Specifically, a persistent survival orientation compromises

three key self-regulating centers in the brain (a) reward/

motivation system, (b) distress tolerance system, and (c)

executive system involved in emotion and information

processing.” 13

After experienced trauma, the brain and body undergo a

series of reactions that are often outside one’s immediate

control. A certain level of closing and tightening happens as a

means for the individual to protect his/herself. However,

yoga, and specifically a designed approach of Trauma-

Informed Yoga (TIY), can help aid in a person’s recovery back

to a relaxed internal state, easing tension and stress. TIY has

been proven to aid in healing on a physical, mental, and

emotional level by a variety of techniques used to invoke a

sense of safety, inner peace, connection, and self-regulation. 

TRAUMA-INFORMED YOGA—WHAT IS IT? 

Yoga for trauma is broken down into two categories: Trauma-

Sensitive Yoga (TSY) and Trauma-Informed Yoga (TIY). TSY is

where a teacher is specifically teaching yoga to people who

have experienced trauma. There is a partnership with

doctors, therapists, etc. to aid in the treatment plan of the

individual. TIY is an approach where the yoga teacher has the

knowledge and a basic understanding of the symptoms of

trauma and how to facilitate a safe and supportive class

experience to individuals that have been through trauma.

Trauma-Informed Yoga is an adaptation of yoga that centers

awareness around stimulating the Parasympathetic Nervous

System (PSNS). It is a practice that focuses not on getting a

student to do something or push to their limits, but on

inviting them to try something. This style of yoga is centered

around creating a safe internal and external environment for

individuals that have experienced trauma. 

TIY uses embodied practice to help relieve symptoms of

hyper-arousal and dissociation that occur due to trauma. It

uses techniques for present moment awareness to relieve

symptoms of avoidance and re-experiencing due to triggers.

Intentional and empowered thinking is emphasized in TIY to

create more positive alterations in the cognition of the

individual. Another essential element of TIY is yoga teacher

presence and responsiveness, which helps relieve the

symptoms of relational disconnection.

14
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The core components that outline Trauma-Informed Yoga are

creating a safe space, connecting back to the body,

emphasizing an individual’s agency, revitalizing self-

regulation, and cultivating compassion. Similar to traditional

yoga, an individual is given techniques to learn how to

respond rather than react. Integrating tools from TIY helps a

trauma survivor transform physically, mentally, emotionally,

and spiritually. 

PHYSICAL HEALING 

Trauma-Informed Yoga uses a “bottom-up approach”—

working with somatic experience and the body as an entryway

to releasing trauma and stored energy. Asanas, or the

physical postures, are practiced to rebuild body connection,

awareness, and strength, and as a result, build self-esteem

and trust. Loving self-massage is also a physical practice that

relieves tension in the muscles and body— stimulating

energy meridians, releasing trauma on a cellular level.  

The asanas practiced and the method in which a teacher

facilitates the class are critical components to distinguishing

TIY. Assistance and adjustments are not recommended

because they may trigger a student to feel judged or that

they are doing something wrong. The language in which a

teacher uses, or the curing, plays a large role in making the

student feel safe. TIY emphasizes invitational language to

empower the individual.  “A few key words to utilize include:

explore, experiment, and investigate. Other effective cues

include:  

“THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO PRACTICE MEETING 

YOUR BODY AS IT IS TODAY.” 
 

“THIS FORM IS NOT BETTER
THAN THE OTHER, JUST

ANOTHER OPTION FOR YOU
TO EXPERIMENT WITH.”

 
“AS YOU’RE READY, I

INVITE YOU TO COME 
INTO CHILD’S POSE.”  

 
“IF YOU WOULD LIKE, 

ALLOW YOUR BREATH TO
FLOW HERE.”  

 
“YOU CAN ALWAYS MODIFY TO    

SUIT YOUR EXPERIENCE.”

Some other useful phrases include, “when you are ready”, “if

you like”, “as you like”. 

Language used in TIY is inviting and appropriate, not stern or

pushing. The aim of the asana practice is to create a safe

space for the individual to explore their body, not do exactly

what the teacher suggests. Students are reminded that they

are in control of their practice, that everything is optional.

There is an emphasis on the fact that there is no need to try

to impress the teacher or other students in the class, an

individual should take it only to the limits as they feel

appropriate, and release a posture at any time. It should also

be noted that TIY puts a focus on calling the English asana

name before the Sanskrit name, to make the class more

inviting to people of all levels.  

Postures in a TIY class should not invoke vulnerability or

stress to the student. There are modifications to asanas to

make them accessible to all levels of practitioners and in a

non-triggering manner. Using postures such as supported

backbends or heart openers helps to relax the mind. Balancing

postures bring awareness to the present moment and invoke

a sense of stability and inner balance. Warrior asanas invoke a

sense of confidence, they reinvigorate the body and bring

focus to movement and breath. Seated restorative twists

help to release stress and tension. 

A TIY teacher should be positive, welcoming, authentic,

approachable, invite feedback, dress appropriately, arrive

before class, stay after class, and consider the pace of

instructions to create a safe, comfortable and accessible

experience for the students.  There should be consistency

within the class structure. Teachers are encouraged to have a

certain level of self-care practice to be able to extend

empathy and compassion to others and prevent burn-out.  

When a safe and trusting environment is created the

individual is able to feel comfortable moving the body in new

ways which is a step in healing, releasing the tension, and

activating the PSNS. As the body opens physically, the mind is

simultaneously transforming and opening.  

17
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MENTAL HEALING 

Unfortunately, still in our modern-day, there are cultural

barriers and stigmas around seeking mental health services -

TIY serves as an alternative or assisting pathway to heal.

Traumatic memories can make it difficult to connect to

oneself, others, and the present moment. When one

experiences a traumatic event, the mind often clings to the

pain and experience, replaying it over and over. The

experience is activated by triggers, neutral events in ordinary

life that spark the remembrance and feelings of past trauma.

This overwhelms and creates a response on a physical,

mental and spiritual level. Trauma-Informed Yoga uses

meditation and pranayama as tools to help redirect the

energy of the mind. These practices help establish healthy

coping mechanisms for living with traumatic memories. There

are many styles of meditation to cultivate a range of mental

skills; the aim of these practices is to bring inner peace,

understanding, and acceptance in circumstances off the

mat, in everyday life.  

TIY suggests using guided meditations, and as a student’s

practice advances, adjusting for more time of silence and

self-reflection. Meditation is beneficial for activating the

PSNS, reducing anxiety, building self-regulation tools,

increasing attention, improving brain functioning, and

boosting one’s mood and sense of connection. 

With continuous practice, meditation can positively alter the

nervous system, respiratory system, and endocrine system. 

Pranayama, or breathing techniques, can also be useful when

coping with trauma. The breath serves as a bridge between

mind and body, is linked with the nervous system and

endocrine system, reduces hyper-arousal and states of

stress, and can be used as an anchor into the present

moment. Pranayama is an essential element of yoga and

Trauma-Informed Yoga, however, there are slight adaptations

to making the practice most accessible and healing for

someone who has experienced trauma. There is

encouragement in TIY to breathe always in a way that is

comfortable while being aware of what is occurring in the

physical body and nervous system. 
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A student can be directed to a more calm state by the

language used and being reminded of the power they have

over their practice. Breath is essential to yoga and many

techniques are practiced to invoke a certain body response. In

TIY, breath retention, pranayama exercises that are more

invigorating activating the SNS, and counting is not

recommended. Rather cues to notice the breath or natural

breathing rhythms and observational cues to assess and

adjust freely are advised.

20.(Emerson, David, and Elizabeth Hooper.

“TRAUMA IS LIKE A
SPLINTER: IT IS THE

BODY’S RESPONSE TO
THE FOREIGN OBJECT
THAT BECOMES THE

PROBLEM, MORE THAN
THE OBJECT ITSELF.” —
BESSEL VAN DER KOLK

ENERGETIC HEALING 

Emotional pain, such as traumatic events, is stored in the

body after exposure. This process of ‘storing’ occurs as a

natural protective mechanism: we remember the dangerous

or threatening situation to better avoid it in the future.

However, as the body holds onto these painful experiences

on a cellular (physical) and emotional level, distress,

discomfort, and disease are created in the body. Prana, chi or

‘life force energy', is unable to naturally flow and the

blockages are what manifest into physical symptoms.  

The Vedas explain seven main chakra points, or energy

centers, in the body. Each of the chakras is associated with

different characteristics. The chakra system can help as a

healing tool in relieving trauma from the entire human

organism. Different types of trauma are associated with

different chakras. Bringing awareness to where one is

blocked on an emotional level will help move energy in that

area and disperse stagnant energy. Opening the chakras will

also help one manage symptoms from trauma as it naturally

encourages one back to a harmonious state of being where

energy flows naturally.  

20
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Touching on the chakra system in association specifically with trauma is described below, outlined by Jennifer Pipolo in her

presentation, Trauma: A Spiritual Approach:  TIY, and yoga in general, focuses attention on the chakra system and moving

blockages out of the emotional body. Specific asanas and meditations can assist the opening of different centers. Mantras are

affiliated with each specific chakra and this can serve as another tool to relieve trauma.
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CONCLUSIONS 

Trauma affects an individual on all levels of his/her being:

physically, physiologically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually.

Thus, healing needs to happen on all levels as well. Taking an

integrated approach to relieving trauma will be the most

effective way for long-term healing and overall happiness.

Trauma-Informed Yoga has been adapted from a traditional

style of yoga to specifically address and assist in healing

trauma and creating a safe space for physical, mental, and

emotional restoration. TIY is an embodied and holistic healing

method that supports the individuals' journey of self-

discovery and transformation. Through TIY, one can heal the

entire organism. New neural pathways are being

strengthened on the mat, and with practice, the awareness,

connection, compassion, and trust cultivated from Trauma-

Informed Yoga will extend into everyday life. 
21.(Pipolo, Jennifer.)

21

Infographic by Jaci Taylor
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"YOU ARE AN
EXPLORER, AND
YOU REPRESENT

OUR SPECIES, AND
THE GREATEST

GOOD YOU CAN DO
IS TO BRING BACK

A NEW IDEA,
BECAUSE OUR

WORLD IS
ENDANGERED BY
THE ABSENCE OF
GOOD IDEAS. OUR

WORLD IS IN
CRISIS BECAUSE

OF THE 
ABSENCE OF

CONSCIOUSNESS."

TERENCE MCKENNA
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1.(Gowlet, 2016)          2.(Mckenna & Riba, 2015)          3.(Mirante, 2008)

1

No one knows exactly how or when consciousness

emerged in our species. Several theories link it first

to the use of fire and how that expanded migration

and nutritional options. The use of fire also gave tools

to play with pharmacology and chemistry, while

migration might have brought our species in contact

with psilocybin mushrooms that were ingested

accidentally or deliberately bringing perhaps the

missing link for expansiveness in consciousness,

cognition, thought, and language.  

The origin of Ayahuasca could possibly be linked to

something similar to psilocybin mushrooms but in a

different time and geographical space. The exact

origin and date are unknown. There is strong

evidence pointing to the Napo River, which runs

through northeastern Ecuador and northeastern

Peru. It flows from the eastern slopes of the Andes

Mountains in Ecuador and descends eastward

toward the Peruvian border. 

As mentioned before, this is where evidence points,

but for peoples of the Amazons, the origin is

something they see and have kept in a context of

tribal/cultural philosophy. 

After years of research, the pharmacological makeup

of Ayahuasca is well understood. Ayahuasca (also

referenced as caapi or yagé) is a sacred medicine

native to the Amazon basin and is considered a

master or teacher plant being the result from the

decoction of two plants, Psychotria viridis commonly

known as Chacruna, which is the one that contains

the active hallucinogen Dimethyltryptamine (DMT), 

AYAHUASCA 
Does it have therapeutic potential?

B Y  A M A N D A  A R A N E D A

a very powerful hallucinogen that is deactivated in the gut

due to an enzyme called monoamine oxidase. The second

ingredient in the decoction is Banisteriopsis caapi commonly

known as Ayahuasca, this woody vine contains Beta-

Carboline alkaloids that act as monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

By combining these two properties, DMT is protected by

degradation in the gut, allowing the absorption of DMT into

the blood-brain barrier in an active form.  

Once the pharmacological structure is understood, one can

wonder how curanderos (modernly known as shamans)

figured this all out in ancient times, because clearly, the

consumption of only one of the components would not work

as a psychedelic medicine. When asking curanderos about

this subject, they would always reply that the plants told

their ancestors how to do it and that although Ayahuasca

carries the name of one of the plants that compose it, they

say that its powers do not come from any of them, but from

the synergy acquired in the mixture. 3
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Plant-based medicine in the
form of psychedelics, such as
psilocybin, have been used

throughout history by
countless cultures.

4.(Hemming, 2015)

5.(Nichols, 2016)

6.(Nichols, 2020)

7.(Doblin, 2019)

8.(Baquiran &

Khalili, 2020)

9.(Nichols, 2016)

UNDERSTANDING PSYCHEDELICS  

The neologism psychedelic is made by two Greek words:

psyche which means mind and delics which would be

translated as revealing or manifesting, together it would

mean something like ‘Mind Manifesting’.  

Several reports indicate that the scientific study of

Ayahuasca began with the English botanist Richard Spruce,

who from 1849 to 1864 traveled extensively throughout the

Brazilian, Venezuelan, and Ecuadorian Amazon to compile an

inventory of the varieties of plant life found there.  

Nowadays countless reports from scientists, botanists, and

herbalists have contributed with research and investigation,

but they all have different forms of approaching the subject.

After years of research and trials in humans, it became

recognized that the pharmacology of psychedelics was not

merely responsible for dictating its effects. The education,

surroundings, expectations, and personal experiences of the

person encountering psychedelics, as well as the external

environment were proven to give immense influence on a

person’s experience, this concept was later called ‘set and

setting’.

AYAHUASCA RESEARCH
For a better understanding of psychedelic research, it is very

beneficial that one comprehends that psychedelics cannot

be fully understood without the inclusion of many other fields

of research including anthropology, ethnobotany,

ethnopharmacology, psychiatry, psychology, sociology,

natural hygiene, indigenous traditions, ayahuasca

shamanism, and others.  

The intention of the writer of this paper is to first review

psychedelic research starting from Lysergic acid

diethylamide (LSD), N, N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and then

moving to Ayahuasca (where the main active component is

DMT). The attention will focus on pharmacology with an

ethnobotany reflection and will eventually reference aspects

of some of these other areas. 

4

5

HISTORY OF PSYCHEDELIC RESEARCH

In the early ’50-’60s, the use of other substances also made

its way into psychedelic research in the context of clinical

experiments, some would even be called unethical nowadays.  

There were first-time approaches and discoveries to

antipsychotics and antidepressants around this time, a time

where psychedelics were undergoing a renaissance with

Swiss Chemist Albert Hofmann’s discovery of LSD, when

investigating a medicine that would affect the nervous

system, which he then tries himself and falls into an

accidental ‘trip’ of LSD-25, this event extended his curiosity

to new experiences of consciousness that he then wanted

to share with the world.  

Another important figure on the comeback of psychedelic

research is Czech Psychiatrist Stanislav Grof, who was

willingly eager to investigate the connection between LSD

and the mind. A few years later he developed new

approaches in the field of psychedelic therapy, holotropic

breathwork among others. 

AYAHUASCA

These substances were being introduced and tested in

patients together with psychotherapy for diagnoses of mood

disorders, depressive symptoms, and addiction. LSD proved

to have positive outcomes before it was prohibited in the

mid-1960s. But this was not some experimentation from

‘rebel’ psychiatrists or doctors showing some cultural

radicalism. Between the 1950 and mid-1960s, there were

more than a thousand clinical papers examining 40,000

patients, hundreds of published books, and six international

conferences on psychedelic therapy.  

Psychedelic research started making a slow resurgence in

the 1980s with American Ethnobotanist Terence McKenna,

who focused primarily on researching psilocybin mushrooms,

ayahuasca, and DMT. 

6

7

8

9
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He described psychedelics as providing

‘trans dimensional travel’ and that

psychedelics capacitated an individual

to encounter ‘’higher dimensional

entities’ or what ayahuasca shamanism

would call ancestors or spirits, he said:

‘the planet has a kind of intelligence, it

can actually open a channel of

communication with an individual human

being”.  

In the early 1990s several investigators

from different fields of psychedelic

research joined, resulting in progressive

studies and hundreds of published

papers. All this set the scene for what

researchers are doing today, for

example, in 2019, a group of researchers

from the Centre for Psychedelic

Research at Imperial College London

pioneered the first study showing with

FMRI technology, the potent waking

brain waves changes on a group of

participants. 
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10.(Imperial College London, 2019)

11.(Depner, 2017)

The study, led by Dr. Robin Carhart-Harris,

head of Centre for Psychedelic Research,

said: "DMT is a particularly intriguing

psychedelic. The visual vividness and

depth of immersion produced by high

doses of the substance seems to be on a

scale above what is reported with more

widely studied psychedelics such as

psilocybin or 'magic mushrooms’.

AYAHUASCA  AND ITS

THERAPEUTIC POTENTIAL 

After reviewing the roots of psychedelic

research, understanding the number of

researchers involved, earned some

curiosity and perhaps also an opinion

about this subject, we can now dive into

the therapeutic potential of ayahuasca. 

 We will look into a few use cases, namely  

addiction and depression.

10

ADDICTION 
The word addiction is derived from a Latin

term for ‘enslaved by’ or ‘bound to’. It can

be described as a compulsive

physiological need and use of a specific

substance. Nevertheless, addiction can

also be described as any behavior that

brings negative consequences,

something that one persistently relapses

and craves despite negative outcomes.

Could that also be linked to a person’s

search for wholeness? This link has been

identified, yet rarely researched by

allopathy. Alternative medicine is going

through an emerging field in addiction

treatment. Including medicines coming

from the Amazonian basin like ayahuasca.  

Therapeutic use of ayahuasca is used at 

 the Takiwasi Center for Rehabilitation of

Drug Addicts and for Research on

Traditional Medicines in Tarapoto, Peru,

founded in 1992 by a French doctor

Jaques Mabit. 

1
1
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“No matter what a person is
addicted to, whether it is

eating, shopping, sex,
drugs, each addicted

person harbors a deep pain,
which they may or may not
be in touch with. The plant
removes the self-created

barriers to get in touch with
the source of that pain, so

you realize what you’ve
been running from all of
your life,” - Gabor Maté. 

 

12.(Horak, 2014)

13.(Salmon, 2017)

14.(Clapp et al, 2017)

The approach they apply consists of first isolating the

participant for a period of about fifteen days, in which they

run exams and several ways of purification through diet,

purging, and enemas. This initial phase is the most intense

because it includes interrupting substance use,  involving

some kind of deprivation; it has the potential to lead

participants to stages of strong crisis and cravings.  

After this phase is done, participants can proceed to the

actual therapy consisting of ayahuasca ceremonies together

with physical, psychological, and spiritual activities. Within

the program, they use rituals combined with transpersonal

psychology and modern techniques to allow patients to go

through their own experiences. 

Several researchers and institutions have run studies

investigating the effectiveness of this treatment by

Takiwasi Center. A paper written in 2014 explains what the

effectiveness shows between 1999 and 2008. A total of

341 patients visited this center during that period, 27% of

them completed the rehabilitation treatment successfully,

and the therapists considered them as cured. 43% of the

participants chose freely to leave the treatment, expressing

that they are fully cured of addiction and do not need to

finish the therapy. 15% ended the treatment because they

did not want to comply with the rules anymore. 15% ended

the treatment and escaped.  

“The first time I did ayahuasca, I knew why it could help

people with addictions,”  says Gabor Maté, MD, who has

worked on the subject of drug addiction for the past 12

years. After countless studies in one of the places with the

largest number of drug addicts in the world, he understood

where addiction comes from and became a strong proponent

that all forms of addiction are deeply rooted in childhood

trauma rather than genetic predisposition. 

This could explain the success of treating addiction with

ayahuasca, which is nowadays higher than western

treatments but difficult to quantify in research data and

published papers. 

12

13

DEPRESSION  

Depression is a common condition that was often

undiagnosed in past decades. Fortunately, today this

condition is less stigmatized, bringing, as a result, a few

positive aspects; more people are being diagnosed,

increased open talk about it, and people carrying it are more

willing to treat it. 

The diagnosis of depression is extended. It could start from

assessing how a person’s worries result in distress, isolation,

irritability, mood disorders, sadness, fatigue, inability to

concentrate, sleep disorders among others. The root cause

could be anywhere from childhood trauma, environmental

surroundings, substance abuse, lifestyle, and even gut

microbiome disorders. It could also be suggestive of major

depressive disorder (MDD) or seasonal affective disorder.

Depression could also be episodic in response to a big life

change, like the postpartum period for example.  

 

14
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In this study, patients received a single dose of placebo or

ayahuasca. The placebo drink was composed of water, yeast,

citric acid, and caramel colorant. To imitate gastrointestinal

distress produced by ayahuasca they also added zinc

sulfate. 

The session started with a light breakfast, followed by an

explanation of all case scenarios they could encounter and

strategies from the therapists to help in every possible

situation. Participants were informed that they could be part

of the ayahuasca trial and feel nothing during the treatment

or be part of the placebo group and have a ‘trip’. The session

took place in a comfortable ‘homey’ space, with access to

the bed, comfortable chairs, adequate temperature and

natural daylight. 

What if depression was approached as some
sort of lack of wholeness, just as addiction

could be?
What if the expansion of these conditions could take us to see that

there is a lot more than clinical diagnoses? 
 

Perhaps a severe loss of connection. 
What if we actually examine the possibility that we

are bio-psycho-social creatures by nature? 

Could our inner and outer environments be
inseparable from our psychological, emotional,

and spiritual existence?
How much of the common view of dis-ease (lack of ease) could be amplified by

understanding that what manifests in the body could be related to how a person
has intentionally or unintentionally interacted with the world since birth? 

15.(Palhano-Fontes et. al.)

That is when ayahuasca research in the potential treatment

for depression comes to play. A study titled ‘Rapid

Antidepressant Effects of the Psychedelic Ayahuasca in

Treatment-Resistant Depression’ explains the efficacy of

their study with ayahuasca treatment.  

They believe they are the first group of researchers to run a

controlled trial testing a psychedelic substance in

treatment-resistant depression. They conducted a parallel-

arm, double-blind randomized placebo-controlled in 29

patients with treatment-resistant depression. Only

treatment-resistant patients were selected. In other words,

patients with inadequate responses to at least two

antidepressant medications from different classes. Meaning

that the selected patients were on a level of moderate-to-

severe depressive status. 

15
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Participants were directed to focus on their body, thoughts,

and emotions throughout the journey and were given support

from at least two investigators who remained nearby. The

session lasted approximately 8 hours and once acute

psychedelic effects diminished, patients were given a little

time to integrate the experience, a last psychiatric

evaluation, and also responded to questionnaires assessing

the mystical experience and hallucinogenic rating.  

  

The severity of depression on the participants diminished

showing improvements in the psychiatric scales, especially

for the ayahuasca group. Although promising, this study

shows some limitations, the first being ‘set, and setting’,

which is something that the Takiwasi Center takes very

seriously and possibly accounts for their success. Another

limitation is the small group size, limited to a treatment-

resistant depression profile. Therefore, this study would

qualify only as a qualitative and not quantitative one. Perhaps

having trials in larger populations is necessary to assess the

success rates for treatments with ayahuasca, but this kind

of research is complex due to the research status of this

particular Amazonian medicine. 

CONCLUSION 

Evaluating the benefits and risks of a plant medicine like

ayahuasca is more difficult than evaluating lab synthesized

DMT. This due to the complexity in the making of the

decoction, the strong psychoactive effects, the legal status

in most countries, the fact that ayahuasca research has no

financial support in pharmaceutical research, and lastly,

patenting ayahuasca would violate and disrespect

indigenous peoples’ right over their heritage.  

Another important question would be, is ayahuasca a journey

everyone should go through, would anybody be prepared to

encounter a psychedelic trip of this magnitude in search of

addiction healing, mental health, or any other condition? But

when traditional medical treatments have failed over and

over again, or only provide symptom-related treatment,

would you be open to a new approach, another perspective of

seeing whatever you are carrying, from an addiction of any

kind to disconnection from self.  The path to self-healing is

delicate and private, and by respecting that, all roads shall be

considered valid ones. 
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The results showed a
rapid antidepressant
effect on the group

undergoing ayahuasca
treatment compared with

the placebo group. 

16.(Anonymous, 2012)

‘I am the spirit of ayahuasca. If you want to return
to the light, you can only do it by following back
the path that took you here. There is no shortcut
to the light, you just need to return as the pure
child that originally left. I am offering you the

most powerful spiritual healing tool to return to
the light. It is the most powerful medicine that
ever existed; nothing else will ever surpass the

direct route of the botanical-glandular bridge.’  
 

Ayahuasca Manifesto 16
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“ Y O U  W A N T  T O  R E C L A I M  
Y O U R  M I N D  A N D  G E T  I T  
O U T  O F  T H E  H A N D S  O F  

T H E  C U L T U R A L  E N G I N E E R S  
W H O  W A N T  T O  T U R N  Y O U  

I N T O  A  H A L F - B A K E D  M O R O N
C O N S U M I N G  A L L  T H I S  T R A S H  

T H A T ’ S  B E I N G  M A N U F A C T U R E D  
O U T  O F  T H E  B O N E S  O F  A  
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In particular, attachment theory, genetics, the risk of

depression and romantic relationships, and trauma will be

discussed. 

I aim to raise awareness on the effects of being a twin and

the conscious and unconscious behaviour that can affect the

ability to have long term romantic relationships.

Personal Bias by the Writer

To set the context of this paper and to make clear any biases

I have, I would like to share that I am 38 years old and I have a

twin sister. 

I strongly identify as being the eldest, even though there is

only 15 minutes between us. We are non-identical twins, two

eggs separately fertilized due to the help of fertility

treatment, sharing 50% of the same genes, similar to those

of normal siblings. 

The bond between twins, personally speaking, is very difficult

to put words to, but from my experience, it is a strong sense

of absolute comfort and complicity when we are in each

other's presence.

Physically we are very different, in terms of hair colour and

facial features. This meant there was less of an issue in

creating our own individual identities to some extent. It may

be said that in some cases competition between two siblings

can be very strong. However, this was never an aspect to our

relationship either.

1. (Delbaere et al, 2008).

INTRODUCTION

Upon sharing that I am a twin with someone, I often receive a

raised eyebrow look or a tangible sense of I wish I was a twin

too. Why is it that culturally twins, or multiple births seem to

fascinate us? Does it come from an inherent state of

loneliness in modern society; a sense of longing for someone,

and thus belonging to the other? 

Evidently, there is a strong desire to find someone who

intimately understands us through so much shared

experience, have constant companionship and mutual

understanding. In modern society, the dynamic of romantic

relationships is the primary domain of interpersonal

relationships in adulthood and therefore of importance to

twins and non twins alike. 

Currently the rate of twin births is rising (as well as multiple

births) according to the National Center for Health Statistics

in the U.S. Their data shows that in 1980, the twin birth rate

was 18.9/1000 which rose to 33.9/1000 in 2014. This is due

to various advancements in fertility treatment and

prospective mothers choosing to have children later on in life

which increases the chance of having multiple births. 

Due to the increasing numbers of twins, the profound effects

that the birthing process has, and the formative years of a

child has on an individual up to the age of 6 years old, it is

important to acknowledge the dynamics of twinship and how

this plays out in childhood and adulthood. This paper argues

that there are many factors involved in achieving long term

romantic relationships. 

1
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            I was the first to talk,
walk, I was academically
stronger, more socially
confident, passed my

driving test first, and would
lead and guide as we

navigated ourselves into
the world of adulthood. I

was more out-going,
confident, open and

sociable. There was no
sense of superiority, just

two sisters, alongside each
other experiencing the

same stages of life, often
as one unit. 

In terms of relationships, I am currently single, enjoying

relationships of up to 8 years. Whereas my sister has been

in a relationship for 17 years, and has been married 8 of

those years. There are several patterns in my behaviour in

romantic relationships. Such as high tolerance and

acceptance, a yearning for intimacy and affection, and a

feeling of rejection plays out in all my romantic relationships

(this latter point has been questioned and dissolved in

psychedelic journeys). Intuitively, this comes from my sister

being born in a medically dramatic way, parents and I

perceiving her to be the most precious and more vulnerable

one. Thus, demanding and receiving more love and attention

subconsciously by both parents, and being daddy’s little girl. 
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2.(cited in Tancredy and Fraley, 2006)                3.(cited in Tancredy and Fraley, 2006).               4. (Tancredy and Fraley, 2006, p80)

This played out favoritism, whether conscious or

unconscious, admitted or denied seems to be a cultural

taboo that may only be spoken amongst peers, but a taboo in

parent and child relationships. This could be so as not to

highlight any shame or inadequacy in parenting competency.

How can society provide parents with strategies to increase

awareness of this behavior and reduce the damage of

favoritism?

Attachment Theory 

The emotional bond between two adults in a romantic

relationship reflects the bond between twins. Ainsworth

(1991) and Hazan and Zeifman (1984) discuss four features

of attachment theory. 

The first is proximity maintenance, in the way that if an

individual feels threatened, an attached figure´s presence

brings a sense of calm. Secondly, separation distress occurs

when the contact is disrupted in attached relationships.

Thirdly, a safe haven is sought out for soothing purposes. It

can be argued that the solace, support, protection, and

comfort gives the greatest soothing from the co-twin, as

opposed to anyone else. Lastly, a secure base is needed to

explore the world and exploration is easier if the attached

figure is nearby. 

These four features of attachment are strong in twinships as

they are very often in close proximity to one another,

spending significant amounts of time together. Between the

two, a safe haven is created and they explore the world

together being at the same stages of life. Leonard (1961)

states that for the first 3 years, the presence and

interaction of the mother are preferred over the twin. 

It is after this time when the child starts to experience the

world as a separate and integrated person. This is when the

primary caregiver may be unavailable so the twins turn to

each other and develop a greater sense of attachment. This

is due to “their long history of shared experience (which)

promotes similarities in their perception of situations and in

value systems that influence their decisions and mutual

understanding”. Depending on each family’s circumstances

the availability of the main caregivers can vary tremendously,

creating an unknown variable in how much shared time and

experience each set of twins experience. 

2

3

4



Identical Genome and its Divergence

Lipton (2006) argues that genes are continually changing,

depending on what genes are being read at that time. So

although identical twins may have the same genes

essentially and the same shared experience, as they get

older and perceive their experiences in their own unique

ways, there is a divergence of genes being read. 

This is important information to convey to identical twins,

struggling with constructing their own identities as children.

Identical twins grow into adults as individuals due to their

own abilities to uniquely perceive the world. Therefore, the

environments, situations, and experiences that each person

has will change, based on the desire to survive, and will

adopt different programming to adapt to future scenarios.

Romantic Relationships and Depression

In terms of romantic relationships, it could be argued that

twins have an advantage as they have a greater sense of

understanding one another in intimate relationships. 

In contrast to this due to the closeness and uniqueness of

the twin bond, a twin may continuously seek out similar

levels of understanding, comfort, and mutual trust in adult

romantic relationships. This is difficult to replicate in adult

romantic relationships as there is not the same level of

shared experience. Could it be possible that a twin may

demand too much emotionally from a romantic partner,

where the demands are difficult or impossible to meet? 

Kendler and Halberstadt's (2012) case studies explore the

connection between depression and life experiences using

white American identical twins as a controlling variable. 
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5.(cited in Suitor and Pillemer, 2007) 

In seven case studies, there was a strong pattern that one

twin was able to have a stable long-term marriage, whereas

the other twin was not able to maintain long-term intimate

relationships. This led to episodes of major depression

accredited to relationship difficulties or job-related

situations.  

This was often triggered by an early traumatic breakup

associated with their first depressive episode, and making

that won more susceptible to future episodes.  In many

cases, the twin in the long-term relationship said that if

he/she had been subjected to his/her twin's circumstances,

he/she felt they would also have had episodes of

depression. 

Unfortunately, this study fails to include the details of which

town is the oldest, making it impossible to see if there is a

correlation, i.e, the youngest twin being more successful at

long-term relationships and visa versa. 

Having this information would be interesting to see,

depending on the circumstances, if interpretations could be

drawn from the different experiences. Factors to consider

would be birth order and parenting styles. For example, are

the twins brought up as equal in age, or regarded as twin

number one and number two, related to which was born first? 

Suitor and Pillemer (2007) argue that firstborn children are

those that mothers turn to for support when personal

problems arise.  

Brody, Stoneman, and Burke (1987); Brody et al. (1992), and

Bryant and Crockenberg (1980) report that later-born

children receive more positive attention than did first-born

children.  

5
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However, regarding twins who are nourishingly and

supportively raised, one could assume that a more

empowering and nurturing effect could be created, creating

well-balanced and centered twins. How far would an

enriching upbringing affect the “success” of twins?

Kläning, Mortensen, and Kyvik (1996) argue that mental

illness is more common in twins, rather than singletons. 

Their Danish study revealed a 28% increase in the rate of

first admissions of schizophrenia, in comparison to the

general population. They considered this increase to be

significantly high and to do not attribute this figure to

problems in data methodology. They also argue that twins

had a greater risk of other psychiatric disorders. 

However, Tomassini et al. (2003) reveal that despite mental

illness being the greater factor in the risk of suicide, twins

have a decreased incidence risk of suicide. 

Could this be due to this inherent bond between twins and

the importance of twinship, in childhood and adulthood?  

Conclusion

There is no doubt that the bond between twins exists due to

the attachment theory and the amount of shared

experience. 

There may be a higher incidence rate in mental illness in

twins, but a lower rate of suicide. However, the extent of this

sibling dynamic playing out in romantic relationships can be

questioned. 

There seems to be no conclusive evidence that being a twin

hinders or enables the capacity of long-term relationships.

Many factors affect each individual's to maintain long-term

relationships. 

It is important to observe the story that we identify with and

to question how much of the story is true. Attachment to

false beliefs and repeating the narrative can create

unnecessary suffering. Rather, the capacity to show up in

full presence, with integrity, and with vulnerability may have

a greater long-lasting effect on long-term romantic

relationships, as well as all interpersonal dynamics. 

Future research could involve determining whether birth

order, the behavior of favoritism, and parenting styles affect

the ability to create long-term romantic relationships using

identical twins as a controlled variable.

This is a possible area for future research as birth order

clearly has a significant effect and whether this then affects

the ability of long-term relationships.  The conclusions from

Kendler and Halberstadt's case studies are that the ability to

have long-term romantic relationships is due to three

factors. These include factors due to chance, i.e, involved in

accidents, the ability of a twin to plan - make wiser choices

for a more stable and secure future, and their differing

personalities.  The case of not being in long-term romantic

relationships was not accredited to bad luck. 

Trauma and Mental Illness

In light of how humans respond to survival, cases of trauma

can be discussed. A case study of identical twins suffering

from Folie de Deux syndrome (a psychiatric syndrome where

delusional beliefs are shared from one person to another)

emphasizes the importance of nature and nurture and the

connection between childhood trauma and psychosis. In the

case study discussed by Javed et al (2020), twin A, the

dominant twin shared her beliefs about her threatening

father to her sister. 

Both were treated psychiatrically, with twin A needing

pharmacological treatment, where twin B was separated

from her twin. There was childhood trauma in this case, where

the father was excessive in his physical punishment. This

triggered suspicious perceptions of perceived sexual

advances and being poisoned by him. Interestingly, both of

which were not validated according to the mother and

neighbors, nor by the father himself. 

Loewy et al (2019) suggest that the case of childhood

traumas during childhood affects suspiciousness and

perceptual abnormalities. This is believed to be caused by “a

neuropathological stress response that involves

dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, disruption

of dopamine and neurotransmitter systems, and

hippocampal damage”. 

These effects in the brain may have long-term damaging

consequences and affect any individual's ability to create

trusting and intimate relationships. The amount of time and

experience shared by these sets of twins resulted in a

psychological influence upon each other, unfortunately

creating delusional beliefs. Would the situation have

occurred if they were simply sisters, rather than twins,

having a less shared experience in common? Furthermore,

this instance creates a damaging psychological effect. 

6
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6.(cited in Javed et al 2020)

7.(Ruby et al., 2014, cited in Javed et al, 2020)
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YOU WERE BORN
TOGETHER, AND

TOGETHER YOU SHALL BE
FOREVERMORE… BUT LET

THERE BE SPACES IN
YOUR TOGETHERNESS.

AND LET THE WINDS OF
THE HEAVENS DANCE

BETWEEN YOU. 
–  K a h l i l  G i b r a n
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In the past year, I have discovered that my marital status not

only has become the target of many questions regarding my

well-being, but it has also been used to direct my feeling

toward effective places outside my intention. Let me make

this clearer: I am ‘single,’ and I have been so for quite a while.

I have been happy about my ‘singleness’, but ferocious and

impertinent questions such as “Wouldn’t you be happier in a

relationship?” or claims such as “Oh, darling, you’ll be happier

once you’ll have someone on your side” begun to make me

doubt my earlier ‘happiness’. 

Somehow I started blaming my marital status as the cause

of all my ‘unhappy’ moments, especially those that I could

not define consciously. I learned from friends, family, films,

books, TV shows, and magazines that our cultural narrative

portrays single people as unhappy and miserable people. 

These effective qualities circulated through these means

and successfully affected me: my marital status harmfully

transformed my emotional state, as I got stuck in a vortex

fuelled by negative emotions. How did this happen?  

THE SOCIAL
POLITICS OF
EMOTIONS:

 

B Y  N O R A  S I L I N I
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HOW HAPPINESS
RECITES GENDER

SCRIPTS

“People can tolerate
two homosexuals
they see leaving

together, but if the
next day they’re
smiling, holding

hands and tenderly
embracing one

another, then they
can’t be forgiven. It
is not the departure
for pleasure that is

intolerable, it is
waking up happy.”
- Michel Foucault



If I was happy before, what changed my

general emotional direction? This

transformation made me realize that my

exclusion from the realm of relationships

excluded me from expectations of

happiness. So, to be acceptably happy

again, I must become acceptably happy in

a world that has already decided what

happiness is. 

It looks like being happy alone comes with

a high risk of being made unhappy by

everything and everyone around you,

especially when your happiness is not

shared happiness. Queer love and

singleness have something in common in

the history of expectations: as they both

deviate from heterogender scripts, they

are both excluded from expectations of

‘happy endings.

It is not that queers and singles cannot be

happy; it’s just that we cannot live ‘happily

ever after.’ 

’The only available plots to our forms of

(non)sentimentality seem to be tragic and

wretched endings. In contrast to these

representations, most narratives of

heterosexual romances not only

accumulate all the imaginable forms of

happy endings, but such endings become

so normalised that we do not even

question whether the protagonists actually

feel happy. 

Why, then, have some forms of (non)desire

been historically denied the opportunity of

romantic fulfilment within popular western

culture as well as in our everyday life? What

are the conventions and expectations that

promise a happy life, and so to speak a

‘good’ life? Is happiness dependent on

these conventions and if so, what are

they? 

In order to answer these questions, I will

examine the theoretical frameworks

necessary for understanding the role of
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affect and emotion in western

epistemology so that the social structure

of emotions and feelings can be enquired. 

Drawing on different scholars’ work, I will

display how bodies become invested in

social structures and contexts. 

They are also shaped by norms, values and

emotions intentionally and affectively,

thus creating ideal ways of being and

feeling. This will help me expose how the

‘right way’ of being and feeling are strictly

connected to compulsory heterosexuality. 

Indeed, I will develop my argument with the

implication that gender scripts are

heterogender scripts, as I will focus on the

way heteronormativity is invested in

bodies through norms that makes certain

forms of lifestyle and personhood more

valuable than others. This methodological

approach will be instrumental to link

happiness to heterogender scripts. 
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1.(Sara Ahmed, [2004] 2014a)

2.(2012: 3)

3.(Hardt, 2007 ctd in Ahmed, 2014a: 206)

5.Affect has been regarded by scholars as that which indicates “precognitive sensory

experience and relations to surroundings”, while emotions have now been understood as

“cultural constructs and conscious processes that emerge from them, such as anger, fear, or

joy” (Cvetkovich, 2012: 4).

6.As it will become clearer in the subsequent paragraphs, this critical turn sounds quite ill-timed.

Thus, I take it as my aim to rigorously draw on feminist and queer scholars’ work in order to

counter this particular form of sexism and to offer an unconventional history of the study of

affect and emotion. 

10.For an in-depth analysis of the argument, see Jaggar (1983)

11.(Jaggar, 1989; Ahmed, 2014a)

Before commencing analysis on the political affective

economy of happiness, I would like to make a couple of

conceptual and terminological clarifications. This is

principally due to the announcement of what has been

defined as ‘the affective turn’ since the publication of Sara

Ahmed’s work The Cultural Politics of Emotions, which is one

of my key points of reference. 

There are a few problematic statements emerging from this

announcement, and they work to display and clarify the

direction I decided to take in this text. Firstly, an affective

turn wrongly implies the novel character of the adoption of

effect as an object of study within a wide range of different

disciplines, as Ann Cvetckovich has argued in her book

Depression. 

In fact, although feminist and queer work has been

recognized as preceding this affective turn, “a shift to

affect signals a shift from this body of work.” 

Therefore, not only this shift comes to suggest a privilege of

affect over emotion, clearly creating conceptual boundaries

between the two notions, but it also implies that it is only

thanks to this ‘new turn’ that dualisms such as mind/body

and reason/emotion have begun to be challenged. 

I strongly reject this view, as I will show how critiques to

such phallogocentric dualisms have founded feminist

epistemological work on effect and emotions. 

Moreover, I will reject the mode of privileging affect over

emotion as if they referred to distinct aspects of experience

by borrowing Ahmed’s wording method: because emotion is

the term mostly used in everyday life, I will use it as my

starting point. Emotions, as Ahmed put it, “involve bodily

processes of affecting and being affected”.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

Emotions do things: they make things ‘good’ or ‘bad’

(judgments), which directs bodies toward objects

(orientations), simultaneously turning emotions into an end

(promise). Indeed, I will show how this thesis is backed up

by science thanks to the neuroscientist Lisa Feldman

Barrett’s groundbreaking work on the constructed nature

of emotions, which demonstrates the link between an

individual’s previous experiences and their emotions. In

fact, if emotions are indeed constructed and influenced by

our previous direct and indirect experiences and, as we will

examine more closely, they affect our actions, then each of

us bears some responsibility for how we construct

emotions and actions. 

Consequently, emotions involve investments in social

norms, sustaining forms of affective economies, which are

linked to moral economies. This will become clearer

throughout my essay, especially in reference to happiness

and heterosexuality. 

Finally, I want to uncover the inseparability of sensation,

thought, feeling, and judgment from structural norms,

which are invested in bodies and produced as effects of

the circulation of objects that allows us to think about the

sociality of emotions. 

Finally, returning to my previous point, feminist critiques

against body/mind dualisms have challenged western

philosophical tradition, which for a long time was

contrasting the rational with the emotional, leaving

emotions to be considered subversive to knowledge. Not

only have these assumptions about separations of the

inside from the outside, the psychological from the social,

and the natural from the cultural maintained reason as the

indispensable faculty for acquiring knowledge, but they

have also operated to assign specific ideas and values to

some bodies in order to produce and maintain social

hierarchies. 

As Naomi Scheman has argued, within traditional

epistemology “[t]hose who are taken to be in the best

position to know are those who are believed to be

objective, distanced, dispassionate, independent, and

nonemotionally rational” (1993: 3-4), id est men. This is why

privileging reason over emotions is intimately connected to

androcentrism and the disavowal of women’s epistemic

authority, since the subordination of emotions operated as

the subordination of the feminine and the body. This is

relevant for my discussion as I want to reflect on

processes by which ‘being emotional’ (being

‘happy/unhappy’) comes to be seen as a property of

somebodies, rather than others (heterosexual/queer). 

8

9

10

11

4.(Ahmed, 2014a: 206)

7.(Ahmed, 2014a: 208)

8.(Jaggar, 1989)

9.(Blackman, 2012)
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12.(Ahmed, 2014a: 191)

13.(Jaggar, 1989: 173)

14.(Ahmed, 2014a: 209 org. emphasis

15.(Jaggar, 1989: 171)

16.(Ahmed, 2010b: 574)

17.(Hochschild, 1983: 18)

18.(ibid.: 59)

19.(Hochschild, 1983)

20. (Jaggar, 1989)

21.(Feldman-Barrett, 2017)

In this way, emotions function “by working

through signs and on bodies to materialize the

surfaces and boundaries that are lived as

worlds.”  This implies the saturation of subjects

and objects with emotional signs, which elevates

some subjects over others affecting their

circulation in social spaces.

If emotions involve ‘sticking’ signs to bodies,

they are conceptually linked to evaluations,

hence judgment. Thus, emotions presuppose

values, “to the extent that emotions provide the

experiential basis for values.” 

So cognition and judgment transform emotions

into forms of intentionality in their

phenomenological meaning: “We are affected by

things […] with intentionality about things.”

Alison M. Jaggar reflects on the intentional

structure of emotions claiming that “[i]f

emotions necessarily involve judgments, then

obviously they require concepts, which may be

seen as socially constructed ways of organizing

and making sense of the world.” 

This reveals the historical and cultural specificity

of emotions. Love, for instance, despite its

universal appearance, varies cross-culturally. So

does happiness: Ahmed reminds us that the word

‘happy’ “originally meant having ‘good ‘hap’ or

fortune’, so to be lucky or fortunate,” while now

we think of happiness as something we achieve,

as an effect of our actions, of our good virtue. 

Thus emotions cannot be separated from the

‘external world’, neither from their history.

Instead of being apprehended as psychological

dispositions, they should be thought of as

cultural and social practices.

Arlie Hochschild’s work is also useful to expose

how feelings are not “stored ‘inside’ us” (1983:

17), and are neither independent from acts of

management. She argued that when ‘trying’ to

manage our feelings, we contribute to their

creation. This is how what one ‘ought to feel’

becomes what one ‘does feel’. Her example of

the bride who does not feel happy on the

happiest day of her life (i.e. her wedding) sets the

conceptual framework to understand the

affective role of emotions: the bride is required

to correct her ‘inappropriate’ emotion by

narrowing the gap between what she is

supposed to feel and what she actually feels. 

12

13

14

15

16

She makes effective use of ‘emotional labor’ to correct her feelings,

applying latent ‘feeling rules.’ “Feeling rules,” as she puts it, “are

standards used in emotional conversation to determine what is rightly

owed and owing in the currency of feeling”. In fact, feeling rules and

norms exist in order to judge “which feeling may be appropriate […] to

accompanying events”, creating emotional conventions to which one

must agree in order to avoid uneasiness, stigmatization, pathologization,

and exclusion. 

Thus emotions provide scripts organized around rules and norms that

judge what is ‘inappropriate affect’ or ‘outlaw emotions’.  They are rules

that we may not consciously know as they have become part of our

emotional dispositions that guide our behavior in the world, moving

bodies in specific directions and connecting them to other bodies.

The aforementioned sociological accounts are validated by modern

neuroscience. In fact, it turns out that the structure of our brain wires

itself according to its social and physical circumstances, as Lisa

Feldman Barrett argued in How Emotions Are Made. She explains how an

infant’s brain has learned to wire itself to the environment and as a

consequence, the beliefs, emotions, ideas, and perceptions that one’s

brain can make are largely based on the kind of experiences that one has

had in one's life. 
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Words spoken to a child wire
his/her brain in a particular
way. Moreover, because the

brain is wired to do
'simulation' (filling in sensory

input that’s actually not in
the real world, using past

simulation and experiences
to anticipate what is coming
next), it changes the firing of
its own sensory and motor

neurons. The brain uses
information from the word to

confirm or change them.

So the brain uses past experiences to “guess” what’s coming

next and uses the input from the world to confirm or change

the prediction. However, as Feldman Barrett shows, the input

can also come from “inside” the body (sensations,

heartbeats, inflammatory and metabolic processes) and the

brain needs to make sense of these, too. 

We construct examples of emotion to make sense of our

body’s pleasant and unpleasant moods and different levels

of stimulation. You might have a vaguely unpleasant feeling,

but through emotion, you experience something much more

specific: that emotion prepares you to act in a way tailored to

the present situation. She demonstrates how depending on

social and physical contexts, individuals gave different

meanings to the internal and external sensory input through

emotions. 

So emotions are meaningful because they explain the body’s

sensations in terms of what is occurring in the world. The

simulations that make emotions give feelings, but also

prescribe actions. Thus, emotions are not reactions to the

world, but constructions of the world that orient our actions.

In this way, emotions are orientations toward objects and

others. To be oriented toward certain objects and others is

to establish proximity and distance. What is judged to bring

good feeling becomes what bodies tend toward. Sometimes

this judgment is the effect of a good effect. 

Most of the time, however, objects are assigned anticipatory

affective causality: “the object enters our near sphere with

positive affective value already in place.” 

In other words, judgment about some objects as being ‘good’

is made beforehand due to culturally shared orientations that

regard those objects as happiness containers. However,

some objects may contain happiness without actualizing it:

what if we are not affected in the way we are supposed to be

affected, that is, in the ‘right way'?

What if the effect does not pass while social goods circulate?

Not being affected in the right way can become a form of

deviation from shared orientation. Not desiring or loving what

you are supposed to desire or love can signify being affected

in the wrong way. When happiness is supposed to move

around with certain objects, when it is only promised by the

proximity of these objects, these become ‘happy objects.’ 

To return to my initial point, these can be for instance the

family, romantic relationships, and marriage: the ultimate

goals for reproduction. If happiness is promised by the

accumulation of these objects, happiness manifests as “a

set of practices of the self-oriented towards particular

goals”.  Happiness becomes a linear path accessed through

will and transmuted through habit. It is not ‘contagious,’ but,

instead, it orients the body in the direction of ‘happiness

pointers.’ Turning towards said pointers to pursue happiness

means turning bodies toward a rather ‘straight' line.

In Orientations: Towards a Queer Phenomenology (2006),

Ahmed suggests that “[t]o become straight means not only

that we have to turn toward the [happy] objects given to us

by heterosexual culture but also that we must turn away from

objects that take us off this line.”  So, happiness is a

directional line or a performance of a script with already

assigned straight lines. 
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23.(Blackman, 2008: 15)

24.(2006: 554)

22. (Ahmed, 2009: 4, emphasis added). See also

Sara Ahmed’s discourse on ‘stranger danger’ in The

Cultural Politics of Emotion (2014)
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Indeed, compulsory heterosexuality assumes that bodies

‘must’ orient themselves toward objects that are secured as

ideal, ideals associated with happiness. Heterosexuality thus

becomes the script for an ideally happy life: a life that counts

as a ‘meaningful life’ where happiness is tied to meaning. 

This is why the regulative norms of compulsory

heterosexuality are central to understand what it is possible

for bodies to do (Rich, 1980) and, I would add, feel. 

These norms are invested in bodies through acts of

repetition that materialize bodies and the world. 

Additionally, these norms are invested in actions that create

experiences, which our brains use to interpret our emotions. 

Such norms become forms of life through the concealing of

these norms, turning the labor of their repetition into habitual

actions and habitual feelings. In this fashion, socially encoded

scripts of identity materialize in response to cultural logics

that work to undergird state power. 

In The History of Sexuality Vol. I ([1976] 1998), Michel

Foucault alerted us about the connection between how we

organize pleasure and the larger forms of social organization.

He argued that through the discursive production of multiple

sexualities, bodies come to be classified, approved,

normalized, disciplined, marginalized, and corrected. 

What he failed to recognize, however, is that this discursive

practice is also an effective practice: sexual norms are

strictly linked to feeling rules that materialize normalized

subjectivities. In this way, we can appreciate effective and

moral economies that link heterogender scripts with

happiness scripts. 

25
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As we have seen, compulsory heterosexuality becomes

embodied through heterogender scripts, which produces a

‘field of heterosexual objects’ incorporated in happiness

scripts. The failure of reproducing such scripts is the threat

posited by the existence of ‘others,’ by those who inhabit a

body that fails to reproduce the ideal. 

Sara Ahmed rightly reminds us that “[a]ttention to emotions

allows us to address the question of how subjects become

invested in particular structures”   and how they can attach

to the very conditions of subordination.   Happiness for her is

“imagined as being what follows being a certain kind of

being”. 

Thus she compellingly exposes how abiding to

heteronormative standards of life becomes the promise of

happiness, excluding possibility and chance from happiness

scripts –excluding the ‘hap’ from ‘happiness.’ They become

associated with negative feelings, describing unhappiness as

the unsuccessful attempt to be happy ‘in the right way.’ 

In a society that has already demarcated the path that leads

to happiness, wandering off from this path can be as risky as

it is scary. Deviant histories are the histories of those who

are prepared to adventurously wander off with no destination

in mind, no map, and no compass. However, this mode of

disorientation can become a form of exploration, and greater

treasures can be found by those who are willing to become

disoriented. 

Can we rewrite the history of happiness from the viewpoint

of the disoriented explorer? Can we rewrite this history from

the viewpoint of those who have found happiness deviating

from the ‘right’ path? “Deviant” archives may be full of

negative feelings, tragic love, and harrowing loneliness, but

they also disclose stories of hope that taken together

provide us another history of happiness. 
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25.(Butler, 1993)

26.(Feldman Barrett, 2017)

27.(Munoz, 1999: 5-6)

28. (Ahmed, 2014a: 12)

29.(Brown, 1995; Berlant, 1997, 2008, 2011)

30.(Ahmed, 2010a: 2)

28
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Perhaps, by understanding
how emotions are made and

how they are invested in social
norms, we can be empowered
to become the architect of our

own lives and decide what
ends up making us happy. 
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